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The Murray Ledger & Times
Volume 97 No. -251 In Our 97th Year Murray, Ky.:Thursday Afternoon, October 28, 1976
HAUNTED HOUSE OPENS—Last night was the first night for the annual Haunted Housoand Kappa ICarnival spon-
sored by the Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club. There's something for all to enjoy at the event, being
held this year in the Carman Pavilion on College Farm Road adjacent to the MSU Expo Center. If visitors don't get
scalped by the Indians (left photo) or attacked by any of the other creatures lurking in the Haunted House, they can
Chamber Of Commerce Urges
Clinic To Rebuild Downtown
The Murray Chamber of Commerce
has urged the physicians in the
Houston-McDevitt Clinic to _tebuils1,_ on__ _
the same site at Fifth and Walnut
Streets, in a letter this week.
The letter, signed by Chamber
president Dr. Harry M. Sparks and
Fall Play To
Be Held At CalS
The 1976 Fall Play at Calloway
County High School will be presented
tomorrow at two p. m.
The production, "It's Cold in Them
Thar Hills," is a one-act comedy. Cast
members are Mike Thomas, Leslie
Wilfeni, Terri Erwin, Wanda Watkins,
Teri Morris, Lexie Turley, Linda
McCuiston, Timmy Alton, Danny
Hutson, Tanuny Overbey, and Terry
Clark. Kathy Stubblefield is the play
director.
The public is invited to attend the
production, to be held in Jeffrey
Gymnasium. Admission is 50 cents for
adults and 25 cents for students, with




A special swine flu immunization
clinic will be held at the Calloway
County Health Center on Thursday,
November 4, from 4:00 p.m. to 8:00
p.m., according to R. L. Cooper, ad-
ministrator of the Health Center.
Cooper said the clinic will be held at
the center, located at North Seventh
and Olive Streets, for persons who were
unable to take the vaccine during the
clinics on October 20, 21, and 22.
The Health Center will be closed
Tuesday, November 2, due to Election
Day; however the regular clinic hours
will be observed on Thursday,
NoveInber 4, prior to the swine flu
clinic.
Executive Secretary James Johnson,
asks "In your plans for rebuilding the
clink, we urge you to give _full_ CM-
sideration to rebuilding on the present,
but expanded site. You can be assured
that the Chamber of Commerce will
exert every effort to help carry out your
plans for locating and building anew
medical complex."
The Clinic, which was destroyed by
fire recently, was called a "vital and
stirring force for the downtown area of
Murray," in the chamber letter. "We
have been fortunate in that we have not
been hit as hard by previous recessions
as other cities our size, and we give a
great deal of credit to the Houston-
McDevitt Clinic as a traffic generator
_for the .dawntown area- Surveys_ lIa.Ve
shown 500 to 750 cart per day directly
attributable to the clinic."
The letter concludes "If Murray is to
continue to lead the Jackson-Purchase
area in growth, it will take full
coperation from all of our business
people as well as its citizens. Your
location upon the present site could be
vital in that growt1Lof the downtown
area."
The letter was adopted by action of




H. Ed Chrisman, retired Murray
popcorn processor, has agreed to
coordinate the annual three-month
President's Club fund campaign at
Murray State University, beginning
November I.
EStablished last year with 21 charter
members, the President's Club is a
program designed to give special
recognition to major donors to the
university and to meet their expressed
desires for the utilization of their
gifts.
It provides, primarily, for the
privilege of any donor contributing
$1,000 or more to the university to
specify the way the contribution is to be
used—by a specific department, the
Alumni Association's Century Club, by
the library, for a sports program,
lecture series, research or for any
authorized campus activity.
Chrisman owned and operated the
Chrisman ,Popcorn Co. in Murray from
1966 to 1974 when he sold the business to
the Weaver Popcorn Co. of Van Buren,
Ind. The firm produced, processed and
packed popcorn for distribution
throughout the United States and 15
countries. During the eight years of his
ownership the firm's annual sales grew
from $200,000 to more than 81,000,000.
Since moving to Murray in 1966 from
Nashville, Chrisman has been active in
both civic and public affairs. He is
immediate past president of both the
Murray Chamber of Commerce and the
Murray Rotary Club. .
, He is currently a! member of the
Murray City Council, where he serves
as chairman of the police committee
and is a member of the natural gas and
central purchasing committees. He
also is a member of the board of
directors of the city-county municipal
park, the Calloway County Transit
Commission and of the Transportation
Task Force of the Purchase Area
Development District.
He also is a,vice president of the Four
Rivers Boy Scout Council, and received
.the "Ideal Boy Scout" award in
recognition of his leadership in the 1971
fund campaign. Calloway County was
the only county in the 11-county district
to reach its campaign objective that. _ . _
year.
(See Chrisman, ?age 121
15' Per Copy Two Sections — 18 Pages
"KO the many games such as the fishing pond (center photo) or possibly purchap one of the beautiful hand-
crafted items at the Kappa Krafts booth. The event will continue tonight and Friday night from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. each
night.
Stall Photoi by Gene McCutt Aeon
Local 1068
Union To File Protest
With International v
Local 1064 of ttie_ United Auto_
Workers, which has been on strike at
the Murray operation of the Tappan Co.
since June of 1975, will. file a letter of
protest with the International Office of
,the Union over action taken by the
international in a letter to the locaL
union membership last Week.
Franklin Rushing, president of the
local, said ''we feel the action is in
violation of the U. A. W. constitution."
At issue is a letter and ballot by the
international union last week to each of
the members-of the striking Local 1068.
In that letter the international '
recommended that the union mem-
bership approve the current contract
Auer_ lz.,011 me _Tappan- company_ _and, over ...the. fietio_n_. WitS„ being__ sent _ _to
requested that the membership mark
their ballot and return it to the
American Arbitration 'Association in
Cincinnati which would count the
ballots on Nov. 1.
Rushing said today that he feels, due
to the local's action this week, that
there is a possibility the-vote will be
voided. .
"I instructed every in at the
local's meeting this week) to mark his
own ballot," Rushing said. "About one-
third of those.at the union meeting had
already mailed their ballots in at the
time of the meeting," Rushing added.
Rushing said that the letter of protest
Leonard Woodcock, president of the
International U.A.W. He said that the
protest nrcluded requests that the vote
be voided and that the outcome of the
vote not be announced.
In the letter sent to the local mem-
bership last week, the international
union said-.
"The officers of the International
Union have reviewed in detail the
matters set forth in this letter and have
agreed that it would be in the best in-
terest of the members and their
families to approve this recoln-
mendation."
(See Union, pate 12
Miss Anne Gregory To Compete In
Lexington Contest This Weekend
Miss Anne Gregory, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J. A. Gregory, will be in
Lexington this weekend to participate
in the state-level high-school piano
competition sponsored annually by the
Kentucky Music Teachers Association.
The five contestants who will appear
at Lexington are those high-school
pianists who were judged the "most
outstanding" in their respective
regional 'K. M. T. A. festival-contests
tali spring. Miss Gregory has won that
honor for two consecutive years at the
Murray regional festival held on the M.
S. U. campus.
While students entering the regional
festival are expected to play two pieces
chosen from significant piano reper-
toire and to be examined in basic music
theory, those who appear in the state-
level competition are required to
perform a program of music of much
greater scope, entirely from memory,
and which includes a concerto
movement specified by the Music
Teachers National Association,
Anne's program, which she will
Anne Gregory
perform on the U. K. campus on
Monday morning, November I, as a
part of the state convention of K. M. T.
will consist 01. two movements from
the Partita No. 1 by Bach. the "Black
Party Time At Headstart
,HALLOWEEN PART Halloween party for the Headstart children was held Wednesday at the
Headstart Center. The p.artv was sponsored bv the Gamma Gamma chapter of Beta Sigma Phi. Ryan Milk
Co. donated the orange drinks for about 36 children. Standing behind the table are, from left, Linda
Rogers, Kathy Lichtenegger, Debbie Horschel. members of the Gamma Gamma Chapter
Sufi Photos tri David Hill
Key" Etude by Chopin, "Gardens in the
Rain" by Debussy, and "Nachtstueck-
from the 1922 Suite of Hindemith. This
year's required concerto is the first
movement of the Beethoven Concerto
No. 1 in C Major, in which she will be
assisted by Karen Atkins, a sophomore
music major at Murray State
University, at the second piano.
• Miss Gregory, a senior at Murray
High School, has studied piano since
she was eight. She has received
superior ratings each of the four years
she has participated in the KMT9
regional festival and was 1976 local and ,
district winner in the biennial Woman's -
Club piano contest, appearing on TV in
the state-level contest last spring.
At Murray High, she plays piano in
the stage band and is clarinet section
leader in the Murray High Band.
Also attending the convention will be
Mrs. Neale B. Mason, a Murray piano
teacher, and Karen Atkins, who will
represent the newly formed Student
Chapter of K. M. T.-A. at Murray State --
University. 
•
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Della Boggess Honored
At Meet, Windsor Home
The Willing Workers Sunday
School Class of Sinking Spring
Baptist Church met October
18th, at 7:00 p. m. in the home
of Joanne Windsor with
Jeanniejarnb as co-hostess.
Donna Hedges was in
charge of the devotion.
It was decided that the
November meeting would be a
potluck supper at the ehurch
with the husbands invited.
This will be on Monday,
November 15; at 6:00 p. in.
The group honored Della
Boggess with a delightful baby
shower with her many gifts
displayed in a bassinet.
Patsy Neale bias in charge
of the games. Refreshments of
cake, nuts, and punch were
served by Joanne Windsor and










Windsor, Jeannie Lamb, Jane
Stallons, Jane Willoughby,
Leta Rutland, Donna Hedges,
Della Boggess, and one guest,
Mitzi Boggess.
You'll' find that an ordinary
chain is very handy for holding
hangers when
outdoors.- You can place the•
hangers as far apart as you like,
and there is no danger of them
sliding or slipping off the line
Thru Wed.
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To Wed In November ,
Miss Debbie Sue Pulliam
Mr. and Mrs. Mack Pulliam of Carrier Mills, Ill., ammunce
the approaching marriage of their daughter, Debbie Sue, to
Larry Clore, son of Mr..and Mrs. Frank Clore, also of Carrier.
Mills.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
A. Patton of Kirksey Route One. She is a 1976 graduate of
Carrier Mills High 'School and is now attending Southeastern
Illinois College.
Mr. Clore is also a graduate of Carrier Mills High School and
is preSITAW-nployed with McNally PifislWrglifi—indacturkig
Company.
The wedding will take place on Friday, November 12, at 6:30
p. m. at the First Baptist Church, Carrier Mills; Ill. All friends
and relatives are invited to attend.
 •P'
Harvest Gold is Favorite
Housewares manufacturers recently chartedcustom-
ers' color preferences for kitchen appliances, comparing
1975 with trends for 1976.
Last year, gold and harvest gold was top choice, with
about 45 per cent of the items sold in those color tones.
Market. analysts forecast that it will be first again this
year but the percentage will drop to the 30s.
Avocado green, a former favorite, has dropped out of
the picture.
Colors exPetted to—gain Most are white, moving froth










and cinch waist, floral challis.. Black
with rust, green or blue..S-M-L 1400
Polyester worster pants, welt waist
bond ..Red, green, taupe, berry
20F°
Store Hours Mon -Sot. 1079, Sun. 1-5
fly CECILY SROWNSTOhE




Green Peas Carrot Slaw
Chocolate Pie
TROUT FRANCES
3 to 4-pound sea trout or
similar fish
5 tablespoons sweet butter
2 small onions, finely
chopped
1/2 cup finely chopped celery
1 teaspoon chicken bouillon
granules
V4 cup sliced pimiento-
stuffed green olives





Have fish boned with head
(eyes removed) and part of tail
Litton; wash and dry. In a 10.
inch skillet melt 4 tablespoons
of the butter; add the onion,
celery and bouillon granules;
cook gently, stirring often, until
wilted. Off heat stir - in the re-
maining ingredients except the
paprika. Stuff mixture into
body of fish; close loosely with
skewers and white twine or sew
with a darning needle and
heavy white thread. Place in a
shallow baking pan Lined with
buttered foil. Rub fish with re-
maining butter (softened):
sprinkle with paprika. Bake in
a preheated 400-degree oven un-
til flesh is opaque — about 40
minutes. Makes 4 servings.
DE LUXE TRACTOR
ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) —
Perhaps few man-and-wife
trucking teams own a tractor
as luxurious as that owned by
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Puckett Jr.
When they started as a truck-
ing team recently, the Pucketts
bought a $52,000 tractor which
is fitted with a double bed, ster-
eo, television, digital alarm
clock and clothes closet. It has
a 425-horsepower engine, auto-
matic transmission and air-ride
suspension., Its interior is pad-
ded
'Dean.
Sex Doc Says: Think
On Young Things
By Abigail Van Buren
,c; 1976 by Chicago TnOnneN Vblew% Synd. Inc
DEAR ABBY: I wish you Would please stop sending
people to doctors just because they aren't sex manigiCs.
My husband, at 58, mind you, started listening to all
those sex-crazy men at work and decided that something
must be wrong with him because he lost interest in sex.
Then he went to his doctor who told him that some sex
expert named Kinsey took a vote and found out that most
men NEVER wear out.
Now, really! I wonder who he asked? Probably a lot of
men who were ashamed to tell the truth.
Well, anyhow, this doctor told my husband if he wanted
to get his manhood back, he should imagine that he was in
bed with a beautiful young woman he had seem in the
movies or on TV! How do you like the nerve of that doctor
giving my husband permission to think all those filthy,
adulterous thoughts while he was in bed with me!
I'm a God-fearing, church-going woman, Abby, and I
think that doctor should lose his license for handing out
immoral advice. Your opinion, please.
DISGUSTEDyATLANTA
DEAR DISGUSTED: Although fantaaies are a part of
every normal person's life, there is a Biblical injunction'
against "thinking adulterous thoughts." If such advice
were given by a preacher, he might lose his license to
preach, but doctors aren't preachers.
DEAR ABBY: A handsome little flow in our
neighborhood has been pretending that he is a dog ever
since he was a toddler, and now he is nearly kindergarten
age.
He doesn't-just "pretend" he's a dog, he actually ACTS
like one. He makes barking and whining sounds just like
his dog. I think he would eat and sleep with his dog if he
were allowed to.
It is not the normal love of a boy for his dog, Abby. I
asked him why he likes to pretend he's a dog, and he said,
"Because it's more fun to be a- dog!" He cannot talk
plainly but he seems intelligent otherwise.
Shouldn't his mother be told that her child may need
special guidance or treatment? Sometimes parents are so
close to a situation they can't see it. How can I tell her?
We are just nodding neighbors.
CONCERNED
DEAR---OONCERNEDit- it's awkward to go from a
nodding acquaintance with your neighbor to a heart-to-
heart discussion about her child's development. If you're
truly concerned, initiate a closer friendship with her. (P.S.
When the child goes to kindergarten, his teacher wi
ll
surely recognize the problem, if there is one.)
DEAR ABBY: Seems like many of your female raiders
are fascinated, withasilicone. What are they tryi
ng to
prove? "
I live in a city that thinks it needs to be bigger. They
put up large, cheap buildings that make the city lo
ok
bigger. But it's still the same old city—only its troubles
are magnified.
In other words, bigger isn't necessarily better. A gen
tle,
modest curve beneath a sweater remains alluring, and
realness in personality and everything else is mor
e






b 's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
igall Van-Buren, 132 Lasky Dr Beverly Hills,
*se enclose a long, self-addressed, stamped
LICORICE STICK
IS FUN
COOKN — Sugar, cocoa, licorice
a recipe for a new candy
W I NS T 0 N-SALEM, N.C.I 
,har.,No.
/ Cigarette companies use
these ingredi.ents to enhance to-
bacco flavor.'j.pert smokers,
like wine tastets, regularly
tast,e cigarette blend3to assure





FOR FRIDAY, OCTOBER 25, 1978
Look in the section in which on some tension. You can
counter by isolating the
what your outlook is, according essential and getting it out of
to the stars, the way. -
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov.
Keep emotions under stern
control. Any tendency to "fly off
the handle" could result in
serious misunderstandings.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
your birthday comes and find
ARMS
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) grA
If you have any doubt about
projects, reconsider them, but
subdue unreasonable fears.
Give a thought to earlier suc-
cessful moves, procedures.
They could guide you now.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) bett,






I May 22 to June 21) 1109.
For your own benefit and the
edification of others, bring to
light one of your lesser known
talents, and capitalize on it.
This day calls for ACTION —
for which it will pay hand-
somely.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Mediocre efforts won't do now
— especially with so much
competition about. With skillful
maneuvering, however, you
may accomplish more than you
think possible.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) tZtg
A stimulating day! Stellar
influences give new impetus to
all worthwhile undertakings. Go
forward confidently toward
immediate objectives. .
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Do not envy others. Suc-
cessful acquaintances can
actually assist you. You have an
analytical mind and
penetrating insight. Use them!
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) an
A conflict between business
and personal affairs may bring
aJvitki#
Curb an inclination to take on
more than you can reasonably
handle. You will only scatter
energies and accomplish less in
the long run.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 10
A better day for your interests
than you may realize. Waste no
time getting 4W-fed, but don't
drive through, indifferent to the
reactions of others.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A notable day for presenting
new ideas; also old ones
carefully treated to get the most
good still left in them. Your
talents should shine now.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
XC.
An inner voice may rebel
against intended action. Listen!
As the saying goes: When in
doubt, don't.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a tremendous
sense of responsibility, a
magnetic personality and the
gift of leadership. You have a
trigger-quick mind and are
-always ready or • adventure.
Your interests are many, your
talents as numerous. Fields in
which you could reach your
greatest heights: politics,
statesmanship, science ( par-
ticularly medicine), writing or
the theater — as actor, director
or critic. Traits to curb:
overaggressiveness and sar-
casm.
Western Ky.'s Most Unique
Shop For Guys & Gals Is
Giving Away.
Free a pair of Jeans
(Valued at $25.00)
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Gladvs Willianison Group Holds Hospital Report
Installation Of New Officers
The Gladys Williamson
Group of the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church met Tuesday,
October 5, at the home of Mrs.
—Williamson who conducted a
candlelight ceremony for the
installation of the officers for
the 1976-77 church year.




Ellen Hurt, treasurer; Mary
Janice Cooper, reporter; Evie
Paschall, Derma Blalock, and
Susie Cathey, mission project
committee; Becky Nance and
Gail Turner, prayer calendar.
committee; Joyce Gibson,
stx:tal, •committee cbairtuan;_
Debbie Sales and Ramona
Kinney, baby committee.
During the business session
the group discussed the
September and October
AT VANDERBILT
Mrs. 0. T. Davis of Murray
Route One has been tran-
sferred from the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah, to
the Vanderbilt Hospital,
Nashville, Tenn. She has been
hospitalized at Paducah for
several weeks.
-PADUCAH PATIglit .
Steve Chambers of. Far-
mington Route One has been
dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
mi,ssion project which in-
cluded bringing a corn-
Mentary and stand for the
ohurch library.
Refreshments were, served






Baby Boy Ryan ( mother
Janie, Rt. 7, Murray, Baby'
'Girl Parham (mother




3, Murray, Harry L Garland,
Rt, 1-Box 145, ICirksey, Mrs.
Paula G. Grimes, Rt. I,
Puryear, Tn., Miss Tammy L.
Davis, 759 Linden, Waukegan,
Ill., Mrs. Shirley Townley, Rt.
1-Box 283, Buchanan, Th.,
Mrs. Hattie M. Jackson, Rt, I,
Mayfield, Mrs. Carolyn` E.
Green, Rt. 1; Hardin, Miss
Julie A. Terry, 3821 Village
Lane Apt, 4, Granite City, Ill.,
Mrs. Dixie M. Pogue, 509 S.
7th., Murray, Mrs. Vernie
Howard, 1415 Vine, Murray,







Sho , Rt. 1, Hardin, Nick
Ferfara, Rt. 7, BoX 698,




Baby Girl Williams mother
Ride), -D-5 Fox Meadows,
Murray.
Ronald Williams, Rt. -1, Box
404, Springville, Tenn., Miss
Deborah lAssiter, Rt. I,
Springville, Tenn., Jimmy
Anderson, Rt, 2, Box 322,
Murray, Thomas Workman,
1609 Locust, Murray; James
Elkins, Rt, 1, Almo, Mrs.
Myrna Yates, Rt. 7, Benton,
Mrs. Brenda Maddox and
Baby Girl, 1205 Doran Rd.,
Murray, Mrs. Barbara Evans
and Baby Girl, Rt. 8, Box 605'
- Murray; -
McFarland,. Rt. Paris,
Tenn., Brian Scott, Rt. 6,
Paris, Tenn.," Miss Trishann
Bandarra„. ' 1517 Clayshire,
Murray, Mrs. Jan Alderdice
Baby Girl, Rt. 1,









Some cicadas live under-
ground for 17 years, then


























Make it as perfect as the season
Ira "r0I
As we do not sub-rent you'll be able to view.the many, styles and colors in stock, thenmake your decision. After you have mode your tecision you will receive service and finingfrom concerned people with over 40 years combined experience in the tuxedo business.
icieot COMMUNITYVIA.%Verss ri p
iknos•- CALENDAR
Thursday, October 2*
Special meeting will be at
Calloway County Democratic
Headquarters for all precinct
committee persons and all
volunteers at seven p.m.
Southwest Elementary
School Parent-Teacher Club
will meet at seven p.m. in the
school gym with Dr. James
Graham, superintendent of
public instruction, as special
speaker. The public is invited
Led House by Kappa
epartment, Murray
Woman's Club, will be open
--the- A. Carnum Pavihop,„
six to 9:30 p. m.
Zeta Depatkmeflt,Mu1Y
Woman' Club, will have a
!rty at the club house




/ produced by Audubon Wildlife
Society, will be shown at seven
p. m. in the Student Center
auditorium. No admission and
public is invited.
Mel Someroski, Kent State
University, Kent, Ohio, will
lecture  On his 'works of
enameling and weaving in
Room 423 of Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, MSU, at 7:30 p.
m.
Gospel singing featuring
The Harrison will be at
Calvary Temple First Pen-
tecostal Church of God at 7:30
p.m.
Wranglers Riding Club will
meet at the Court House at
seven p. m. for an important
business meeting.
Cub Scout Pack 57 will meet
at Carter School at seven p.m.
-Friday, October 29
East Calloway Fall Festival
will be at the school with
supper to, be served at six p.
m. and-the carnival to start at
6:45p.m. _
North Calloway Fall
'Festival will be at the school
with supper to be served at
5:30 p. m. and the carnival
events to start at 6:30p. m.
- _
Shopping for senior citizens
will be at 9:30 a. m. and 12:30
-p. m. Call 753-9725 for tran-
sportation.
Tio day workshop on
enameling by Mel Someroski
_of Kent, Ohio, wil; be at 0:30-a:
m. in the metalsmithing
studio, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, MSU, today and
Saturday.
Haunted. House by Kappa
Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will continue
at A. Carmon Pavilion,
College Farm Road, from.six
to 9:30 p. m.
Friday, October 29
-MurEny --High School Band
Boostei s will have its annual
chili supper at the Murray
Middle Sehool-cafeteria with
serving to start at five p.m.
going to gametime. Cost will










thia E. asley, Bowling
Greenvill be shown in the
Clara M. Eagle-Gallery, Price
boyle Fine Arts Center, MSU,
dicaugh November 10..
Saturday, October 30
Century Singers will sing at
Locust Grove Church of
Nazarene at Kirksey at 7:30p.
Ill.
Baptist Student Union
Student Work Day will be
from 8:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.




The Murray Ledger &
Times is published every
afternoon except Sundays,
July 4, Christmas Day, New
Year's • Day
'Thanksgiving - by ra%
Newspapers, lnc.1 N. 4th
St., Murray, K 42071.
-Serum! 9is PosWETtild
at MuraS, Ky. 42071.
CR1PTION RATES.
areas served by carriers,
$2.25 per month, payable in
advance. By mail in
Calloway County and to
Benton, Hardin, Mayfield,
Sedalia and Farmington.
Ky., and Paris, Buchanan
and Puryear, Tenn , $15.00
per year. By mail to other








Charlei`t. Warner Jr. D.V.M.
Practice







Mon.-Tues.-Wed.-Fri. 8 to 5
Thurs. L Sat. 8-12 Noon
Festival of Champions for
high school bands in the area
will be held at Murray State
University with preliminary
session to begin at eight a. m.
and finals beginning at 7:30p.
m.Tielte4S-4oitieh---session- --
are adults $2, children $1. Call
762-4151 for information.
Professional indoor short
track motorcycle race with
proceeds going to the Physics
and Computer Science Student
Support Fund will begin at
eight p. In. in the Livestock
Show and Exposition Center,
College Farm Road. Call 762-
2993 for information.
Children's Halloween party
scheduled it the Oaks Country
Club has been cancelled.
Sunday, October 31
Ruth Wilson and Lee-Olia
Circles of Good Shepherd
United Methodist Church will
have a pledge service at the
church at three p.m.
Chapter M of PEO will have
a potluck luncheon at the
home of Dr. and Mrs. Harry
Sparks at 1:30 p. m. Husbands
will be guests.
Billie Cash of Louisville will
be presented in a piano recital
toward-faltillment of 13actrelor
of Music degree at the Recital
Hall Annex, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Complex. MSU, at two p.
m.
Student Brass Quintet will'
perform at 3:30 p. m. in the,
Farrell Recital Hall.of Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Open house and needlepoint
show will be held at Donna's
Needlepoint Design from two







Unique, flexible rubber bottom with molded in arch sun-
port, quality mellowed full-grain leather uppers. Bark






By moonlight or candlelight, the
romantic mood of the evening
calls for striking desigiNind
bold elegance. Cast your spell
in a sensational evening dress
or dressy pantsuit trom Bright's
and watch thdse admiring
glances turn your way.
Ultra-feminine styles arid









SKIRT- textured poly in grey
and c amel. 28.00: Minh-
in poly stripe with ascot tie
• shown as belt with skirt camel-
grey , 8-16 at 26.00; 'JACKET -
textured poly. grey .with camel
• trait on piickets & sleeve,








Iliss Sonia .-inn it ()won
Mr. and Mrs. Donald G. 'Wooton of Murray anno
unce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their da
ughter,
Sonia Ann, to Donnie Ray Houston, son of Mrs. Edgar H
ouston
and the late Mr. Houston of Murray Route Three.
Miss Wooton is a senior at Murray High School and is 
em-
ployed at Fred's in Murray. She is the granddaughter of 
Mr.
and Mrs. Leonard Morgan of Madisonville and the late 
Mr. and
Mrs. James Wooton of Nebo.
Mr. Houston attended Calloway County High School a
nd is
employed at Shoemaker Seed Company in Murray. He 
is the
.grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Euin Houston and
 the late
Mr. and Mrs. William Gay, all of Murray.
An early January wedding is planned.
g%9ck0
lilt. MIMI%
1 r•rfo.r- t- I met,
.hulv Stahler Hostess For Club JMeet
The home of Judy Stahler
was the scene of the meeting
of the Friendship
Homemakers Club held on
Monday, October 11, at 9:30 a.
with the president, Kay
Adams, presiding.
Benita Winters gave the
devotion on the "Stewardship
of the Earth."
• The main lesson on "Time
For Things You Enjoy" was
given by Mrs. Adams, with the
minor lesson on "Care of
Foliage of Plants" by Mrs.
Winters. -
During the business meeting
the club voted to change the
I am pleased to announce
that in Murray, the ex-





We shall also accept com-
missioned work on
request.
meeting time to nine a. m. on
the second Monday, and for
the craft night to be on the
third Thursday night.
Various, crafts were
displayed by Mrs. Stahler,
Mrs. Winters, and Mrs.
Adams from the lesson on
"Gifts To Sew From Scratch."
Also present were Ruth Ann
McL,emore and Mary Wynn,
members, and Jean Cloar,
county extension agent in
home economics. -




Most families 'eve fresh,
home baked yeast bread. And
yeast breads love a warm
place during their rising
period. The problem can be
solved by placing your bowl of
dough in a pan of warm water
or in the oven with a pan of hot
water on the rack below.
Baking yeast bread with
enriched or whole grain flours
also insures that they add to





is now working at the
Kingswood Beauty Salon




3.510 Speed & Moto-Cross Bikes
•COMIT*1011 USW of Ports
t Accessories
*Pock Pocks •Itook Rocks
Christmas lay-Away





Debbie Shapla Home Is Scene Meet
Debbie Shapla opened her
home for the meeting of .the
Countryside Homemakers
Club held on Tuesday, October
12, at ten a. m. with Faye
Ward, president, presiding.
Presenting the lesson on
"Time For Things You
Enjoy" was Shelia McGinnis.
The devotion was given by
Marie Wyatt, and the
secretary's report was by
Beverly Vance. Each member
gave her favorite gift. The
Tips On 'Plantin
There is nothing so alive as
a spring girden of tulips,
hyacinths, daffodils and the
countless minor bulbs in all
shapes, sizes and colors. Here
are five basic tips which will
help make your spring garden
the envy of your neigh-
borhood.
1. WHEN TO PLANT. All
spring flowering bulbs must
be planted in the fall before
deep frost hardens the ground-.
Ptariting time ranges. ,froir
September through November
,in northern states and Canada
and from October through
December in southern states.
2. FLOWERING TIMES.
With a little planning you can
have spring flowers blooming
in your garden from early
March through late June.
When you plant different
kinds of bulbs together, be
certain to choose those that
flower at the same time to
create the kind of effect you
want. Remember, bulb flow-
ers planted in shady areas will
last longer and grow taller.
3. WHERE TO PLANT.
Bulb flowers can be planted
anywhere, in sun or shade,
along borders or terraces,
around a fence or tree and in
wooded areas. Soto* bulb
flowers such as daffodils and
crocuses are loely scattered
at random for a natural look.
4. PAt.PARATION -AND
PLAWING. Select firnf: 'high;
%utility bulbs Small nicks and
loose skins do not affect the
development of the, bulb.
Then, either dig an area large
enough for an entire cluster
of bulbs or dig holes for each
bulb. Plant small size bulbs
four inches deep and two to
three inches .apart, large sized
bu4bs six inches deep and
four to six inches apart. Be
sure to add bonemeal to the
soil under the bulbs. Cover
with soil and water through-




The Faith Doran Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church Women met Tuesday,
October 12, at two p.m. in the
Senior Youth Room of the
church.
"Religious In A Free
Country" was the title of the
program presented by the
leader, Mrs. Connie Ford.
Mrs. David Henry gave the
devotion using "Faith" for her
topic. She closed by reading a
poem, "The Light Of Faith."
The chairman, Mrs. Carl
Harrison, presided and
opened the meeting with
prayer and a reading, "How
To Be A Whole Person."
Reports were given by Mrs.
Robert Smith, secretary, -mad
Mrs. Isaac Clanton, treasurer.
Mrs. Vernon Roberts, Miss
Audie Green, and Miss
Meadow Huie, hostesses,
served refreshments to the
twenty-one members and one
visitor.

















club voted to continue having
sunshine friends. '
A potluck luncheon was
served at noon. Jean Cloar,
county agent in home
economics, was a guest. Other
members also present were
Wanda Barrett, Linda Beane,
Carolyn Enoch, Wanda Henry, -
Linda ran-, and Dinah
Westerman.
The next meeting will be
with Linda Beane with each
one bringing a sacklunch.
g Bulb Flowers
first frost.
5. IN THE SPRING. Re-
move mulch before shoots are
more than an inch or two
above the ground and fertilize
with nitrogen and potassium.
The flowers should be cut
when the petals begin to
droop or they will go to seed,
robbing the food needed to
form a new bulb next spring.
The foliage which restores
energy to the plant should be
removed only_ when it be-
comes limp and yellowed and
can be pulled free easily. If
you must dig the bulbs up, be
sure and store them in a cool,
dry, well-ventilated area.
ealth.-toko.
By Helen F. Andrew, M.S.,
Health Educator
Cancer Preveatioa .
Prevention rather than cure
is the key to lowering the—
cancer aeatn rate, scientists
involved in the billion-dollar
effort to conquer cancer are
realizing.
"I aiink the most profound
thing we've come to realize
after years of cancer research
is that 90 percent or more of
cancers are extrinsically in-
duced." Dr. Frank J. Rausch-
er, director of the National
Cancer Institute, states. "Can-
cer occurs because of some-
thing we do—we eat certain
foods, we drink, we smoke, we
choose a certain way to live."
Writing on "Preventing
Cancer" in "Family Health"
(May, 19'76), Nicholas Gon-
zalez cites the low incidence of
cancer among Seventh-day
Adventists as evidence that
an altered lifestyle can drasti-
cally reduce the risk of cancer.
Seventh-day Adventists do
not smoke, drink alcohol, tea
or coffee and half of them eat
a lacto-ovo-vegetarian diet,
which includes eggs and milk,
unrefined grains, fresh fruits,
vegetables and nuts.
Mr. Gonzalez points out
that just one change in the
American lifestyle—elimina-
tion of smokiug—would save
--ta,000 to 80,000 IiVeS a year
and that "the risk of dying
from cancer would decline in
the general population from
one out of six to one out of
eight."
Even the death rate from
environmentally caused can-
cers would decline, it seems
clear from studies of workers
in industries where smoking
adds to the risk from expo-
sure to cancer-producing
chemicals.
Studies of the incidence of
cancer all over the world point
to food as the single most
important factor. Scientific
opinion increasingly concurs
that the highly refined Amer-
ican diet loaded with fat,
sugar and refined cereals is
responsible for the high rate
of intestinal and breast can-
cer. These rank next to lung
cancer as leading causes of
death.
Another interesting lead
which has not been fully in-
vestigated is the effect of
vitamin C, which has been
demonstrated in animal tests
to be a detoxifier. Research
has not yet proved its effec-
"tiveness in preventing the ac-
-tivation ofr-eareinogenk chew
icals, but there is hope.
0 1975 as o community servrce of
the Heolth Department, General Con
#erence of Seventh-day AdventrstS
AMERICA IS 200 YEARS OLD
AYNSLEY IS 201 YEARS OLD
We're celebrating with
THE FIRST 20% OFF SALE
in Aynsley's glorious history
121 By Pass The Shacase 753-454
YOUR KEY TO VALUE
'SHOP THIS THURSDAY, FRIDAY, AND SATURDAY. SAVE MON
EY AT THE END
OF OCTOBER WITH A FEW BUDGET PLEASERS. REMEMBER —SH
OP-WITH US AND SAVE!
SHOP OUR HEALTH & BEAUTY AID DEPT.
LISTER MINT
MOUTHWASH
• 18 oz. REG. 1.00
Limit 2
Please 88t























END-OF-MONTH ITEMS TO S -T-R - E-T-C -H YOUR DOLLAR!























WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES.








Store Hours: 8:30-6 Friday 8:30-8 516 W. Main
• *
S4 ut tcle Shopping Center
Behind Jim's Shoe Outlet
4 4
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I.,.,Members of the Garden bep.irtment of the Murray Woman's Club making the trip to
Brandon Springs in the Land Between the Lakes for the October meeting were Nancy
Adams; Mary Frank Paschall, Lurline Billington, Doris Cella, Virginia Henry, Laura
Galloway, Mkrtle CaKe, Effie Vaughn, Elizabeth Collins, guest of Mrs. Vaughn, Myrtle
Douglas, Margaset Vaughn, June Cottrell, Clovis Jones, Zula Sykes, Shirley Morton,
Beryl Whaley, and Billie Hall, latter not pictured. Ed Ray, Naturalist for LEIL, right, led the
field trip in which he ewlained some of the conditions which affect the growth of
wildflowers in various areas and at different seasons of the year. He then conducted a
walk identifying different species.,of trees. Ray showed and discussed a collection of
wild flowers later in the lounge. Doris Cella, department chairman, introduced Betsy
Abbott, recreational director at Brandon Springs, who spoke to the group. The depart-
ment voted to have the annual bridge-luncheon on February 22.
Mrs. Fuqua And Mrs. Doores Gvs. Hospital Report
Lesson At Coldwater Club Meet
Mrs. Mable Fuqua was
hostess for the October twelfth
meeting of the Coldwater
Homemakers Club held at one
P.m. al_lwr home with Mrs.
Cotiel Bazzell, treasurer,
presiding in the absence of
Mrs. Marilyn Bazzell.
The main lesson on "Gifts
To Sew From Scraps" was
given by Mrs. Esther Doores
and Mrs. Fuqua, who told how
to construct these items and
various materials to use. On
display were a sun bonnet and












flowers, a little fisherman,
corn shuck owls and birds,
crocheted hot dish pads,
poinsettia napkin holders,
hedge apple flowers, rooster
clothes pin note holder, owls
with magnets, quilted pillows
and potholders.
A minor lesson on "Time
For The Things You Enjoy"





Ronnie . Bazzell, Odell
Youngblood, Arlene Adams,
Michelle Youngblood, Alan
Bazzell, and Liiida Newsome.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Fuqua.
The next meeting will be
held November 9 at one p.m.
at the home of Mrs. Linda
Newsome who said visitors
were welcomed.
Halloween Pam. To
Be 4t Fern Terrace
A special Halloween party
will be held at Fern Terrace
Lodge on Saturday, October
30, at seven p. m.
Eugene Kirk and his Band
will be present to give special
music. All friends and
relatives of the lodge residents
are invited to attend, a
spokesman said.
The 




A special sweepstakes, just for store
shoppers! $10,000 top prize. Full de-
tails on store copies of the November
Reader's Digest-and on entry blanks
available in stores No purchase nec-
essary Entry is free. Its fun And one








wrother Sandra), Rt... 3,
Benton, Baby Girl Yates
( mother Myra), Rt. 7, Benton,
Baby Bey Jackson mother
Betty, Rt. 2, Paris, Tenn.,
Baby Boy Travis mother
Mary, Rt. 5, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Pamela A. Byrd and
Baby Boy, Rt. 2, Wingo, Mrs.
Deborah H. McDaniel and
Baby Boy, 1604 Catalina Cts.,
Murray, Mrs. Dottie K.
Jordan and Baby Girl, Rt. 7,
Sherwood Forest, Murray,
Mrs. Jenia K. Williams, Rt. 4.1
Box 353, Paris, Tn., Charles
M. Morris, .215 S. 16, Murray,
William M. Marshall, Rt. 7,
Murray, Mrs. Carolyn Parker,
Rt. 3, Benton, Miss Laurie B.
Gallimore, 158 Riviera Cts.,
Murray, Mrs. Brenda J.
Lovett, Box 84, Hardin, Mrs.
Ruth Smith, Rt. 2-Box- 34,
Murray, Albert E. Amos, Rt.
2, Puryear, Tn., Leeper R.
Claxton, Box 73, Puryear. Tn.,
Fleetwood Paschall, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Aline









Lowell Willoughby, Rt. 3,
Box 175, , Murray, Byrne
McKinney, Rt. 3, Box 45-A,
Murray, Howard Scott, Rt. 1,
Box 109, Murray, Mrs. Debris
Lee, Rt. 1, Benton, Mrs. Overa
Brandon, Rt. 5, Murray,
Donald Swift, Ht. 3, Benton,
Ralph Barnhart, Rt. 2, Box
62A, Herndon, Michael Baker,
764 Woodstone Circle,
Memphis, .Tenn., Mrs. Mary
McKinney, Rt. 3, Box 45A,
Murray, Mrs. Nina Linn, 104
S. 14th St., Murray, Mrs. ..Ora
Bucy, Rt. 8, Box 710, Murray,






Your individual desires are planned, programmed
and planted with the assistance of our experienced
landscape consultant,
Give us your ideas and we will transform youi-




North Murray Homemakers Club
Has Meeting At orkman Home
The North Murray
Homemakers Club met
Friday, October 8, at I:30p.m.
at the home of Mrs. John
Workman, 1508 Parklane, with
Mn. Edgar Morris, presicient
presiding.
"Metric II" was the subject
of the lesson presented by
Mrs. Esco Gunter who was
substituting for Mrs. Charles
Robertson. A general
discussion followed on the
changes to the metric system
of weights and measures.
Mrs. Angie Gibbs gave .the
devotion reading from Psalms
118:24 and her thoughts on "A
Red Letter Day." She was
substituting for Mrs. Charles
Humphrey. Each member
answered with her -plans for
Thanksgiving. A report on
canned and frozen foods of
each member was given.
The' landscape notes on
"Care of Houseplants and
Lawn Landscaping" were
given by Mrs. Bailey Higgins.
Mrs. Gunter _cnnducted the
recreation followed by
refreshments being served to
the eight members by Mrs.
Workman.
The next meeting will be
November 12 at 1:30 p.m. at
the home of Mrs. Fred
Gingles.
Did you know that the
famous Persian philosopher,
7Avoaster, in the sixth or
seventh century B. C. lived for
30 days in the wilderness on a
diet of cheese and fruit alone?
He emerged, recording the
benefit both to his health and
good spirits.
lane Ann Turner, left, Lisa Wallin, and Julie Peebles, members of the Murray HighSchool Chapter of the Future Homemakers of America, work at the rummage saleheld October 9 on the school lawn. Proceeds from the sale will be used for the chap-ter activities which include Daddy-Date Night, Mother-Daughter Banquet. ScholarshipFund, Christmas Open House, and to send members to the FHA state meeting inLouisville. Mary Ann Jones, club treasurer, was chairman for the sale.




REG. 25.99 to 20.99
INCREDIBLE JUMPSUIT SALE
HUNDREDS TO CHOOSE FROM
TODAY!
I
1 Tividi.o...vTuut 4Aulitost/44viitunt44.Ea4tla•A4 C.mtvu- Baltd,stowst,Road, • H 4.4.6 Pot44.01,147a. TaAi Lou it-dle, 2„4 .
•
DON'T FORGET TO REGISTER




You must be 18 to Register Winner




YOU WIN ALL THIS:
* 4 DAY'S Os 3 NIGHTS AT A FABULOUS HOTEL
* ROUND TRiP AIR FARE* DE1UXE ROOM
* ONE DINNER SHOW* 2 COCKTAILS* 1 BREAKFAST
PLUS
* $250 SPENDING MONEY* $100 LADIES WARDROBE
ANOTHER SHIPMENT JUST ARRIVED'
FASHION JEANS
Repeat pt ,a Sellout
Just arrived! Another shipment of pre




MORE ADDED! FURTHER REDUCTIONS
• I Pc Dresses
• Long Dresses
• !acket Dresses
• Skirt 5t ½4O%
PEG 1899 to 35 99 OFF and MORE
YOUR CHOICE OF BRUSHED AND NYLON;
SLEEPWEAR SENSATION
Nylon and brushed gowns in long ond short
lengths Sleep coots included Now is the
time to by owcry for gifts - or for yourself
The holidays ore coming up arid these low
prices ore here TODAY Don't delay,
29 9to 399
Regulor 6.(k to ' 3 CIC
'
- °`) 
REG to 999 YOUR CHOICE't /
el?'









Pants Reg 16 99 SAtE 399
Skirtsleg 16.99 Sale 3.99
Jacket Reg. 16.99 Sale 3.99







THIS IS ONLY ONE Of MAN r
SEE All THE NEW STYLES AND







'rj110Mos1ef (1,•,3rge C.'• 'Jr+Beh r s C.arge • Bw-s A,rnr
•CENTR'AL SHOPPING CENTER, MURRAY. KY
*OPEN EVERY NIGHT TILL 9 SUNDAY Ito 6
•
dr
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Danny Ozark Selected Manager
Of Year In National League
Ity RALPH BERNSTEIN
AP Sports Writer
VIII I ADELPHIA LAP 1 —
Philadelphia Phillies'
iiinager_Danny_Ozark has_14-
last laugh on his critics. He
as voted National League
nianager of the year in the
:innual Associated Press poll
,tht. rueqya..
But the 52-year-old Ozark
refused to gloat over those
ho predicted the, Phillies
%%ould never -win anything
under his. Managership. He
i%as 'humble after being
notified about the honor.
- 'don't think this will
Thange,me as a person," said
/tark-- -by telephone from
I lilton Head, S.C., where he is
on a golf holiday. "I am glad
Nou people thought enough of
me to vote for me. Maybe hard
work paid off." -
Ozark said he was surprised
that he received 197 votes to
just 79 for Sparky Anderson,
manager of the world
• champion Cincinnati Reds,
and 5541 for Houston's Bill
Virdon.
"Sparky did another super
job," Ozark said. "He brought
-'ern Reds) in, He's world
champion."
Ozark said that despite his
team's three gamewifeetit in
the National League Playoffs
by the Reds, the Phillies still
were a vet* good team. "We
all learned something from
that playoff, and -we'll be
back."
Ozark, whose team won 101
games and took the National
League Eastern Division by
nine games, passed his honor
along to his team. He said the
Phillies were good enough to
win the division regardless of
who was the manager. '
"They the players) put me
there because they played so
well," Ozark said.
Ozark has beers under in-
tense criticism ever since he
signed as manager in
December 1972, after 33 years
in the Los Angeles Dodgers'
organization as a minor
league manager and later
Dodgers' .coach. Most of the
media expected Dave Bristol
to get the job.
- .But despite the criticism,
Ozark improved the Phillies
first with 101 in 1976.
each year of his regime. He
led the team from 59 victories
to 71 his first season, moved
80-Wins tlie following year, to--14
from last into third place with
second with 86 in 1975, and
(n HHA LEDLER 1;4 TIMES) Erving Scores 27 And
PORTS Attracts Record Crowd
nn Swann Only Ghost
Ozark impressed many Of Star He Used To Be.
people with his low key
handling of the Phillies in the
final six weeks of last season,
when the club went into a
tailspin and blew all but three
of a 151/2 game lead. He never
panicked. The club bounced
back and went on to win the
division.
Ozark said after learningoaf
his manager of the year
designation, that he never
would ask his detractors to eat
their words.
"I don't want any enemies,"
said the manager. "One
particular time the writers
and I had something bad
happen to us. I hold no
geodiges. What makes me feel
good about this is that they
held no grudges. They thought
I was good enough to get it. I
thank all those who voted for
me."
Martin Edges Out Herzog For
A. L. Manager Of Year Honors
By FRED ROTH ENBERG
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) — Billy
Martin, who restored pride in
the New York Yankees'
pinstripes and guided the
team into the World Series in
his first full season at the
helm, today was named The
Associated" Press' American
Leagne Manager of the Year.
Martin received 1641/2 votes
and edged Kansas City's
Whitey Herzog by 91/2 votes In
the nationwide balloting by
sportswriters and broad-
casters. Gene Mauch of
Minnesota was third with 20
and Chuck Tanner of Oakland
was fourth With 151/2.
"I appreciate this very
much. It's a wonderful
honor," said Martin, who also
won this award in 1974 as
manager of the Texas
Rangers.. "I only wish that I
could receive it as manager of
the world champions."
'Martin was just four vic-
tories away from fulfilling
that wish. His Yankees ran
away with the American
League East title with a 97-62
record, finishing 101/2 games
ahead of Baltimore. They then
beat Kansas City in five
games for their first AL
pennant since 1964.
"I'm embarrassed we didn't
do better in the World Series,"
said Martin, whose club was
Swept in four straight games
by Cincinnati. "But I still
think we had a heckuva_
successful season.
"We won the pennant for the
first time in 12 years and we
brought pride and tradition
back to the Yankees. This
year we got to the World
Series; next year we'll win it."
Battling Billy is managing
his fourth major league team
after stormy stints with
Minnesota, Detroit and Texas.
After a 12-year major league
career, highlighted by five.
World Series with the
Yankees, Martin began his
managing career at Denver of
the Pacific-toast League in
1968.
The next season he was
named manager of the
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Call Sears today for shocks to lit your car
PRICES EXPIRE NOVEIIIIIR 26, 1916
• IltmidWeiss Pacts • Deliver. Ins/sIlltion Ears
Sear ears Catalog Sales Office• sorit.d. c.d.
Nati K
Minnesota Twins, guiding
them to the AL West title. But
the Twins lost to Baltimore in
the AL championship series,
and Martin, who had some
differences with the Min-
nesota management, was
fired at the end of the season.
He Served as Detroit's
manager from 1971-1973,
leading the Tigers to finishes
of second, first and third,
respectively, in the AL East.
He was fired late in the 1973
season and finished up that
year as the manager of the
Texas Ringers.
Early in 1975, Martin's
differences with the. Texas
management proved
irreconcilable and he was let-
go by the Rangers. ' The
Yankees hired him in the
middle of 1975, and he im-
mediately began placing the
Martin stamp — speed and
aggressiveness on the club.
Off-season trades for cen-
terfielder -Mickey Rivers and
second baseman Willie
Randolph gave the Yankees'
running game more
authenticity, and Martin
skillfully guided the club into
its 30th World Series.
The 48-year-old Martin was
a model of behavior all year,




"George and I got along
beautifully," said Martin,
"and the players and I had a
real rapport. That's the secret
of my success."
Earlier, Danny Ozark of
Philadelphia was named The
AP's National League
Manager of the Year.
Cummings Out
CINCINNATI (AP) — Pat
Cummings, the University of
Cincinnati's second leading
scorer last season, has suf-




11.7 points per game in the
1975-76 season, is expected to
miss at least the first month of
this season, the university
said.
By SUSAN J. REIMER
Associated Press Writer
PITTSBURGH ( AP) —
Lynn Swann's shy-boy grin
made him the darling of the
Pittsburgh Steelers. His
magic limbs, which snared
almost any football and
skirted sidelines, made him a
Super Bowl Most Valuable
Player.
But Swann has taken some
blows to the head that made
him realize his mortality as
soon as he regained
consciousness. And the
sparkle in his play, as well as-
his speech, is missing. •
"I am a mere shadow of my
former statistics," Swami said
tersely in a recent interview.
"If I can just catch up to
where I was last year it would
be fantastic."
The third-year pro missed
the second game of the
National Football League
season with a concussion
sustained against Oakland. It
was his second head injury in
as many games against the
Raiders.
"If that's the price I have to
pay for being talented," said
Swann after that game, "well,
I can only take so much and
then my career will be over."
Last season, it looked as
though Swann could catch any
ball thrown in his direction.
Climbing skyward from
between two defenders or
tiptoeing along the sidelines,
Swann caught 49 passes for 781
yards and 11 touchdowns.
This season, he has just 14
receptions for 261 yards and
no touchdowns.
"It is true that I have not
seen the light of the end zone
this season and it is something
that I am very disappointed in
myself about."
Why would he blame
himself when the Steelers'
offense stumbled en masse to
a 1-4 start before turtling it
around with two straight
victories?
"Well, everything begins at
home. You can find a million
reasons to blame it on, but, it
all begins with yourself. To a
certain extent, it is something
I'm not doing."
Swann says he has looked
everywhere for the answer.
"I have no idea what I'm
doing wrong," he said, crisply
and with irritation. "I have
been soul-searching, mind-
searching and I've been out on
the field looking for it."
But he points out that op-
portunities for receivers are
slim-on a team that-seetriSTO
have rediscovered its running
game in recent triumphs over
Cincinnati and the New York
Giants.
Swann's big toe on his right
foot was bent perpendicular to
the ground under the full
weight of a tackler last Sun-
day. He is probably out for
Sunday and the foot will hurt
when he walks for six weeks.
"I'm a perfectionist and I
believe in consistency .and I
believe in being consistently
great, not consistently good. I
haven't been that this year,"
he concluded sharply. "Apd so
I'm a little upset."
By ALEX SACHARE
--ABSports Writer- - --
When Julius Erving was
sold by the New York Nets, he
obviously took many of his
fans with him.
Only 5,832 turned-out at the
Nassau Coliseum Wednesday
night to see the Nets play their
home opener, but for the
second night in a row Dr. J
drew a record crowd.
After attracting a National
Basketball Association record
of 27,383 in New Orleans
Tuesday night, Erving drew
15,676 in Houston Wednesday
night. And he gave them their
money's worth, scoring 27
points in leading the
Philadelphia 76ers to a 116-94
victory over the Rockets.
The Nets, meanwhile, edged
the Washington Bullets 96-93.
In other NBA games, the San
Antonio Spurs won their home
opener over the Phoenix Suns
115-106 and the Detroit Pistons
beat the Seattle SuperSonics
106-92.
76ers 116, Rockets 94
Erving, in his most
productive effort since joining
the 76ers, tied terutunate
',George . McGinnis — with
whom he shared Most
Valuable Players honors in
the American Basketball
Signed By Lions
PONTIAC, Mich. (AP) —
Free agent running back
Andry Bolton was signed
Wednesday by the Detroit
Lions of the National Football
League.
Bolton, a 6-foot-I, 205-
pounder, was cut two weeks
ago by the Seattle Seahawks.
He fills the roster vacancy
created by a knee injury to
defensive lineman Doug
English.
Artificial Turf And Speedier
Linemen Fear Of Quarterbacks
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
They fall each week like so
many wooden Indians, one
after another. And pretty
soon, you begin to wonder
whether the word is out
around the National Football
League to get the quar-
terbacks.
*Half a dozen teams are
operating with backup signal
callers after their main men
were kayoed. the injuries
haven't been exactly trivial
either.
Buffalo's Joe Ferguson IS
out for the year with four
broken bones in his lower
back. Steve Bartkowski of
Atlanta is out for the year
after knee surgery. Pitt-
sburgh's Terry Bradshaw
missed two games with spinal
shock, after he was turned
Upside -down and bounced on
his head on a sack. Joe
Namath of the New York Jets
and Roger Staubach of Dallas
are doubtful this week after
suffering injuries last Sunday.
"Obviously, the defense is
told to get the quarterback,"
said passer Mike Boryla of the
Philadelphia Eagles, who
suffered a concussion against
St. Louis. "And when they get
to him, they give him a good
shot. That's their job."
Then Boryla paused.
"What people ' don't
realize," he added, "is that
defensive ball players are
bigger, stronger and much
faster than they used to be."
Bob Avellini of the Chicago
Bears agrees.
-The big reason some guys
are getting hurt is that the
linemen are getting" bigger
and faster. And more and
more, the quarterbacks can't
outrun them anymore," he
said.
Currently, Avellini has a
huge knob on his throwing
elbow, a souvenir of last
week's game against Dallas.
He blames that one on the
artifical surface at Texas
Stadium.
"Have you ever been
bounced off asphalt?" he
asked. "I wouldn't have these
elbows and shoulders if I
weren't being bounced off
asphalt."
George Allen, coach of the
Washington Redskins, likes
Avellini's turf theory. "I think
the artificial turf doesn't help
quarterbacks," he said.
Allen cited Bradshaw's
injury as an example.
"Bradshaw might have
been injured on grass, but not
that seriously," he said. "He
would have bounced."
Bradshaw, was hurt when he
was forced to scramble out of
the protection of the pocket
against the Browns and was
caught by Cleveland's Joe
Jones. He thinks the nature of
This is no Trick, It's a Treat!
all the
Catfish, white beans, cole slaw,
french fries & hushpuppies
you can eat
all you can eat
Plus Free Homemade Ice Cream $229
8 oz Sirloin Strip Steak,
Plus free homemade Ice Cream
large tossed salad, choice
of potato & Texas toast
$298
These prices good Friday Er &;turday




1970s football is as responsible
as anything for the rash of
injuries suffered by quar-
terbacks.
"I don't think there are
many cheap shots. It's just a
rough game and it's gotten
rougher. The defense realizes
that their chances of victory
are going to increase the more
they get to him, the" more they
shake him up. He's gonna
think about that rush coming
and it destroys his train of
thought."
Association two years ago —
for scoring honors with727
points.
"I think this is what the
future (of the 76ers) is all
about," Dr. J., said.
"McGinnis is a very gifted
player and we have to work
together and help each other."
, "He made some moves I
couldn't even think of,"
Rockets forward Rudy
Tomjanovich said of Erving,
who controlled the ball like a
yo-yo while soaring towards
the basket.
;Nets 96, Bullets 93
"A Tisket, A Tasket, We
Want Boe in a Casket," read
one banner at the Nets' home
operner. The fans obviously
have not forgiven Nets owner
Roy Boe for peddling the heart




"People were looking for the
Doctor and me to play
together," noted Tiny
Archibald, the Nets' prime off-
season acquisition who paced
the victory over Washington
with 26 points, "so it's not
surprising that they stayed
away."
The Nets got 65 Of their 96
points from their three
guards, with John Williamson
adding 22 and Al Skinner 17,
offsetting a 34-point burst by
the Bullets' Phil Chenier,
Spurs 115, Suns 106
Another former Nets player,
Larry Kenon, returned to
action after missing two
games with a stomach virus
and poured in a healthy 41
points for the Spurs, who took
advantage of 35 Phoenix
turnovers to reward the crowd
of 8,919 who turned out for
their first NBA home game.
Alvan Adams topped the Suns
with 24 points.
Pistons 106, Soaks 92
Detroit, leading 5144 at
halftime, pulled away in the
second half as Bob Lanier
scored 11 points in the third
period and M.L. Carr netted 12
in the fourth quarter. Lanier
finished 4ith a game-high 21
points.
ChippewaiBOOTS AND SHOES
Buy the Famous patented Kush N Kollar
Boat and receive your Free $5.95 Retail
Fish Fillet Knife
-111116b.
Genuine Goociyear welts - finest boot
making process known shape retaining
construction
Famous Chippewa No. 24 walking
boot last
Chippewas have finest premium grade
leather
All Chippewa Goodyear welts have
arch supporting steel shanks
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at the end of the road.
Dodge has been ,rAtu,I.,),..:T wt,t2e Srve
for over 30 years Art'd today. Dodge
otters a full line Qf rugged Dodge
.pickdp1--and handsome Ramchargers
equipped with full-time four-wheel
drive. •
Full-time four-wheel ()rive - it's the
latest Designed to add to performance
with tough, deep-biting traction for
off-road use And you get specia4
advantages from this new tour-wheel-
drive system on the rcrad,loo --'where
cOnyent,onal systems are usually in
DAA-76-192
two-wheel drive Advantages ,w,e better
tractuon that adds to safety on slippery
streets And improved vehicle stability
that increases driver control.
And with Dodge. you don't have to
get Out to lock or unlock wheel hubs
when going from on or off the road
Because Dodge gives you four-wheel
drive full time.
Come see the new lineup of Dodge
pickups and Ramchargers with full-time
four-wheel drive for the world that •
starts at the end of the road
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Game To Begin At 7:30 P. M.
Tigers To Host Patriots•
In Home Finale Friday
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
John Hina isn't tricking. But
he hopes he'll be treating his
teams and Halloween
weekend fans to a treat.
"Henry County is as good as
Mayfield or Caldwell County,"
said Hina of Murray High's
Friday night opponent in a
7:30 p. m. game set for
Holland Stadium.
Of course we know that
often times, coaches like to
build " the other team up. But
after Henry County defeated
the Tigers 19-0 last year and
since they have most of those
people returning, then you
have to get the feeling Hina
isn't tricking anyone.
"They are one of the most
talented teams we'll play all
year. They make very few
mistakes and are an ex-
tremely sound .and agressive
club. According to our
scouting reports, they are
comparable to, Mayfield and
Caldwell County," Hina ad-
ded.
Henry alunty will carry a 6-
3 record into the contest, the
last this season in Holland
Stadium.
The Patriots have lost 28-7 to
Jackson Central-Merry which
is the top-rated Class 3-A team
in Tennessee, 14-12 to Ripley
in the Henry County,
Homecoming game and 28-13
to Memphis Briarcrest.
Henry County's biggest win
this season was a 21-0 win over
Brownsville who was the state
champion two years ago and
Reds Decide To Pass Up
Draft Of Free Agents
NEW YORK (AP) — The
Cincinnati Reds are so good
they won't be shopping at the
free agent supermarket. The
Montreal Expos are so bad
they would like to buy out the
store.
The Reds, two-time
defending champions with lots
of talent down on the farm,
announced Wednesday they
will not participate in the Nov.
4 free agent re-entry draft. In
contrast, the Expos say they
will be going all out to shore up
a weak team that is leaking in
all directions.
Cincinnati President Bob
Hoivsarn, who has balked at
free .agent pitcher Don
Gullett's request for a five-
year contract, said:
"In fairness to the players
who have won the world
championship for us two years
in a row and with con-
sideration to the way our
organization is structured, we
do not think it would be right
for the Cincinnati club to get
into the bidding contests that
must come out of this draft.
"Nearly all of our players
have remained loyal to this
organization and we are
hopeful that we can maintain
this relationship in the future
to our • mutual advantage,"
Howsam added.
The Reds are a team of
stars, and any inflated bid for
a free agent would _ have _
severe economic reper-
cussions from stars like
Johnny Bench, Joe Morgan
and Pete Rose. Also, the
knowledge that the Reds are
still a super team makes it
easier for Howsam to stick to
his principles and not sign or
replace Gullett.
worst record in baseball this











season, have no stars. Only
_,once in their eight-year
history have the Expos
finished worse than they did
this season. That was in 1969,
when they came into the
baseball world as a new ex-
pansion team and recorded a
52-110 record.
This year, the Expos
finished dead last in the
National League East with a
55-107 record, 46 games out of
first place.
But when it comes to the
Nov. 4 draft, worst is first. The
two leagues will be alternating
selections for the 25 free agent
players and, because the NL
won a coin toss, Montreal will
pick first and the Chicago
White Sox will go second.
"We could use a middle
infielder more than
anything," said Charlie Fox,
the Expos' vice president in.
charge of baseball operations.
"We have just two estabished
outfielders. And anyone could
use a powerhitter like Reggie
Jackson."
Jackson is the most
glamorous name of the first
batch of free agents, an elite
group that includes outfielders
Joe Rudi and Gary Matthews;
infielders Dave Cash, Bobby
Grich and Bert Campaneris;
catcher Gene Tenace, and
pitchers Wayne Garland, Bill
Campbell and Gullet(,
"We're very much in-
terested in Mr. Jackson," said
Fox. "We've talked to him and
he told us he would be
receptive to any offer. He
hasn't ruled out Montreal."
Pro Motorcycle Racing
Set For Here Saturday
Some of the country's top professional motorcycle racers
will be coming to Murray Saturday, October 30, for races
sponsored by the Phy,sics and Computer Science Student
Club at Murray State University.
This will be the first professional motorcycle race in this
immediate area and the first in Kentucky to be held on an
indoor track. It is sanctioned by the American Motorcycle
Association and features an 1.1800 purse. Insofar as
possible, students from the Physics and Computer Science
Student Club will be officiating at the event.
. _ Among, the_notables.who plan-La-attend-are-Bart -Markel
of Flint, Michigan, a three time Grand National Champion
and his protege, Ted Boody from Lansing, Michigan.
Markel placed tenth in the final standings of the 1976
American Indoor Championship Series.
This.., is Boody's rookie year in the professional expert
classification and he has set a record as being the youngest
rider ever to win a national championship event. This event
was the indoor dirt short track race in Pontiac, Michigan,
involving a track almost identical to the one here at
Murray, located at the M. S. U. Exposition Center.
Boody raced in Louisville, October 17 in che annual in-
vitational "Race of Champions" which will be telecast as a
CBS "Sports Spectacular."
A mini-cycle exhibition race for youth from the surroun-
ding area will be held during intermission.
The race is part of a continuing effort by the Physics and
Computer Science Faculty and the Departmental Student
Club to supplement a number of educational opportunities
for students in that department. Principal among these are
scholarships and workships for students engaged in pur-
suing ongoing programs in research laboratories under the
guidance of faculty members.
Time trials are scheduled for 6:00 p. m., with the races
beginning at 8:00 p. m.
Tickets are $2.50 in advance and $3.50 at the gate. Patron
tickets guaranteeing reserved seats are available for $10.00
and are tax deductible.
These tickets may be obtained fgom the Physics and
Computer Science Department and the M. S. U. Exposition
Center. Also, in the Murray area from: Dennison-Hunt,
Martin & Murray Amoco Stations, Peoples Bank, Town &




Indoor Dirt Short Track
-Featuring Some of the Nation's Finest Riders-
Saturday Night, Oct. 30, 1976
8:00 P.M. I Time Trials 6:00 P.M.)
Murray State University Exposition Center
Murray, Ky.
$2.50 Advance - $3.50 eats - 90 Patron Resorted Seats
Sanctioned by the AMA. Sponsored by the Physics and Computer Science Student
Club, MSU. Proceeds applied to scholarships, workshops and other educational op-
portunities for students in the department of Physics and Computer Science.
For advance tickets. Demlison-Nunt, Peoples Bonk (Main Branch), Bunk of Murray
(Main Branch), Murray & Martin AMOCO, Motor Ports *Bearings, MSU Expo. Center,
Physics and Computer Science Dept.
last year, finished the regular
season 11-0 before being
eliminated in the state
playoffs.
Henry County has outscored
its opponents 138-101 this
season. They are a third and
fourth quarter team. During
third quarters this season, the
Patriots have outscored their
opponents 44-7. Several of
their wins have been in the
final minutes of the last
quarter.
The Pats have a veteran
club with a veteran backfield.
Returning at quarterback is
senior Bill Jelks. He has
thrown 99 passes this season,
hitting on 48 for 499 yards and
being intercepted only four
times.
Jelks' favorite-target is wide
receiver Bobby Clark who
hOlds the career record for
most catches and most touch-
downs. He has hauled in 30
receptions this year, four for
touchdowns, and has 383
yards. Last week in a 7-6 win
at Dyersburg, Clark caught
four passes for 55 yards.
The leading runner is
halfback James Knight who
has rushed for 552 yards.
Senior runningmate Claude
Teague has 413 yards and has
been the leading Patriot
ground gainer in the last two
contests.
Henry County also has a
promising sophomore in Jeff
Perry. He has been playing in
only the last three or four
games and has 260 yards,
averasing 4.5 yards per carry.
Degnsively, the Patriots
are tough at the linebacker
positions. Senior Eddie
Daigle, a 180-pounder, has 51
tackles and 34 assists whi16.
190-pound senior Paul Minor
has 49 tackles and 36 assists.
The Patriots are also strong
at the corners with Kenneth
Hutcherson, a junior who also
punts, one of the most out-
standing defensive backs in
the Big 10 Athletic Con-
ference.
Hutcherson had a fumble
recovery for a 51-yard TD run
earlier this year. As a (cor-
nerback, he has 46 tackles and
34 assists. He is also the top
return man on kickoffs and
punts.'
"They do so many things
well," Hina said.
"And another thing that
really makes them dangerous
is they have the added in-
centive of a win here Friday
qualifying them for a post-
season bowl game.
"It's a rule -in Tennessee if
ybu win seven games, you
qualify for a post-season bowl.
Many coaches in Kentucky
would like to see that here too
some otitstanding* defense,"
Hina added.'
Hudspeth scored 24 points in
the win, rushing for 135 yards




two pass interceptions for
TD's.
"I felt DaVid Cathey and
Tim Lane had one of theiti best
blocking nights of the season. I
was also extremely pleased
with the blocking of Frank
Gilliam, who went both ways
most of the game."
Gilliam started at tight end
for the Tigers in the place of
Eddie Rollins who was in-
jured. Rollins, the top receiver
on the Tigers, is recovering
from an injury and will be
dressed and possibly ready for
action against the Patriots.
Defensively, Hina said he
was very pleased with per-
formances by Hudspeth,
Richie Richardson - and.. the
entire secondary plus the play
from Lee Miller, David
Kennedy, Donnie Winchester
and Timmy Garland.
"This is the last home game
for our seniors, regardless of
who wins the District racer"
Hina said.
"The winner of this District
will have to travel," he added.
"I'd just like to say thanks
to our many fans who have
followed our seniors over the
past four years."
After the contest With Henry
County, the Tigers will close
the season the following
Friday at Todd County, And
unless someone can knock off
Caldwell County, it appears
the District race will end in a
three-way tie and we may
have to wait for a few .days
after the season to find out
who goes on to the post-season
playoffs and who stays home.
but so far, the state athletic
association will not permit it."
Murray High comes into he
contest with a 7-1 record and a
three-game winning streak.
The Tigers are fresh off a 28-
7 trouncing of host Hopkinz
sville last week.
"I was really happy with the
way our kids played at Hop-
town. We flat went out and
played some football. Of
course we had an outstanding
-performance from Lindsey





The lady teachers of
Calloway County School
System will participate in, a
basketball jamboree on
Monday, November 1, starting
at 7:00 p. m. in ,Jeffrey
gymnasium.
Calloway High Will play
North Elementary for two five-
'minute quarters, followed by
East Elementary playitig
Southweit Elementary for two
five minute quarters.
The Burfibelerettes will
perform before the final two
quarters which will pit the
winners of the first two
games.
Admission for the fund
raising activity for the
teachers association will be
One dollar for adults, fifty
cents for students, and free to
pte-school children. The
public is invited to attend, a
school spokesman said.
is scoring total to 84
scored two touch-
the rush and had
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Paul Garland is
now a new salesman
at Cain AMC Jeep.
Paul has lived in
Calloway County all
his life and now
resides at Fairview
Acres, Route 3. Paul is
married to the for-
mer Margie Mc-
Danial and has 3
children, 2 boys and
a girl.
Paul invites all his
many friends and
customers to come
out and talk with him,
today.
Now On Display





Backed by the all-new
AMC BUYER PROTECTION PLAN' II!
" Compare for yourself
There's more to an AMC
Cain's, AMC, Jeep, Inc.
806 Coldwater Rood 453-6448 - Murray
Come browse at the brightest spot in Murray
WATCH FOR OUR GRAND OPENING
. f t ng , 0" tee
• • '_reateS
in our L 0trg Center you II see ptact ,t-..ally eve, ,
'thing .mavg.nable ight,ng From crysta, chard 
l.efs to table !amps
You II see exciting ,nterior and e,,terlor stylings
cyench Italfan. Spaces' 1 V. t.),,an Coton•a: to coo-
temootat,, rmat r
'about once chanlehers start !.
When you come in take '
,OUnCi Touch thfhgs turn hot '
jr consultants about the Ligt--.. • ,
After all you just brows,fig
And maybe yC-..,u leave #4.!f a br 1,4N
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0 Presidential Campaign Going
Down Home Stretch To Tuesday
PEAN6`11.121GADE—Mrs. Corinne Whitehead of Ben-
ton met with .G441/. Jimmy Carter in Albuquerque, N. M.
recently as a men'ther of. the Carter "Peanut Brigade."
Mrs. Whitehead attended a rally of 10,000 persons, in-
cluding 32 m"Frnbers of the brigade, which is 78 persons
strong Mrs. Whitehead also stayed in New Mexico for
































































































296. in 42 Meat of calf
31 Pertaining 43 Simiens
to 44 Music
punishment writtftif
32 Fish limb 45 Spvtburn
35 Desolate 4 umber
36 The sun 7 Beverage
37 Sea b4rct.,,- 48 Posed for
39 Succulent portrait
40 Ha,stgri 51 Conjunction
I 2 3 1711 5 6
























































there is a "distinct dif-
ference" between his ad-
ministration and that of
Richard Nixon;is working to
put distance between himself
and his predecessor. '
Ford campaigned Wed-
nesday in New Jersey and
Pennsylvania and was flying
to Ohio and Indiana today.
Democratic nominee
Jimmy Carter campaigned
Wednesday in New York and
Pennsylvania and declared in
Pittsburgh that his economic
policies would make a taitcti
"almost inevitable" 2in' the
next four years.
Vart-,t's runnug" mate, Sen.
Bob Do parently under
pressurfr roniavithin his own
Wto back away from hisPar
debate contention -that the two, families by closing tax
- wars of this century '"were The Ford television loopholes, lowering tax rates7.- partisan conflicts, changed-. programs are in a talk show and throwing more of a
that statement, then sSid he 'format in which Ford is lobbed burden on upper income
frie questions by sport- taxpayers.
scaster' -and supporter Joe In a speech Wednesday
Garagiola. Afri Wednesday, night, he said his plans for
Garagiola "neted the cutting unemployment,
Democrats refer ON "Nixon- balancing the budget and
Ford administration."'-,. . steadying the national growth
Ford replied that '440e - rate would increase revenues
average guy, in the stre_it,.., seo milli  Thatimeney, he
didn't change it, and then
denied he ever said World War
I, World War II, Korea and
Vietnam were "Democrat
wars."
Carter's running mate, Sen.
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COME LIP To SEE OLD
MAN MOSE WAS 40
YARS AC.C) Tr-
today off after a swing
through Pennsylvania, New
York, New Jerses and West
Virginia. - -
Ford's willing/less to bring
up Nixon's name in public
marks a departure from his
previous strategy of barely
admitting to the existence of
the resigned former preside
In the past, when For44as
placed in a position bere he
had to mention -Nixon, the
former presidn1T became "my
predece " Once or twice,
Nixoy as referred to as
• layndon Johnson's sue-
But Ford in the past two
days has aised paid television
shows beamed to voters in
several states to contrast his
administration with that of
Nixon and to assert that there
is a difference between the
ference" between Nixon and
Ford, the President said. He
,said he does not get large
quantities of mail that link
him with Nixon, but his mail
does "hold me accountable"
for the state. of the nation in
the past two years.
And, Ford said, Carter is
"running against Jerry Ford.
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AH DIDN'T- TAKE XDRE'
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On Tuesday, in a broadcast-
aimed at Illinois voters, F
said the difference etween
him and Nixon wa t there
is pompx7 there's no
ceremony, ere's no dic-
tatoria thority" now.
anwhile, Carter men-
oned the possibility of a tax
cut in a radio interview in
Pittsburgh when he told a
questioner that instead of
raising taxes there is a "much
more likely prospect of tax
reduction in the next four
years. I believe it is almost
inevitable."
Asked later it he meant
there could be a general tax
cut, he said, "I would say that
is true."
Carter previously has said
he would redistribute the tax-
burden to give tax cuts to










Tappan fP• + 
the same has been
Western Union  18‘4 approved by the
Zenith Radio 27 unc
said, could be used "partly for
a subStantial tax reduction."
Later,1 Carter aide said the
candidate was tiot proposing a
tax cut or saying heexpects to
have a tax cut. But the aide
said Carter meant that if-the
tax level is changed, a cut
would be more likely than an
increase.
Meanwhile,. Dole said he
really wasn't switching his
position when he dropped his
reference to "Democrat
wars," it was just that he
didn't remember using the
phrase in his televised debate
with Mondale.
The transcript of the debate
shows Dole used the term
"Democrat wars"' twice.
• Reporters covering the
candidate recalled him
defending the phrase in the
past week and using the term
as late as Monday.
But the assertion that the
wars of this century had been
partisan conflicts angered
Democrats and shocked some
high level Republicans, and
there were indications that
Dole was getting pressure
from the GOP .campaign to
backtrack on the statement.
So the Republican vice
presidential candidate
declared Tuesday in Troy,
Ohio, that "no, I don't
believe" that' either World
War or Vietnam were
partisan wars.
But Dole said Wednesday
that he was not reversing his
position.„ and that he only
brought iip the subject in Troy
because "I didn't want the
media to be confused."
He was then asked, 'Are





Larry Speakes, said Dole "did
not recall that specific quote
from the debate." And
Speakes said the candidate
still did not remember saying
anything about any
"Democrat war" even when
shown a partial transcript of
his debate.
The first practical steam en-
gine was developed in 1765 by
JaMeS Watt.
 glock, Maker
Prices of' stocks of Ideal Interest at
noon today furnished to the bedger &
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25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
final settlement of ac-
counts was on October
25, 1976 filed by James
A. Farley 81 W. A.
Farley, Co-Executors of
the estate of Hugh L.
Farley, Dec'd and that
the same has been
approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
November 22, 1976 or be
forever barred.
Witness my hand this 25









25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
final settlement of ac-
counts was on October
25, 1976 filed by Dr. Carl
E. Shroat, Executor of
the estate of Jefferson
Davis Shroat, Dec'd and
that the same has been
approved- by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
November 22, 1976 or be
forever barred.
,Witness my hand this 25









25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
final settlement of ac-
counts was on October
25, 1976 filed by R. C.
Stewart, Executor of thqs
estate of Della E.
Stewart, Dec'd and that
the same has been
approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring. to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
November 22,-1976 or be
forever barred.
Witness my hand this 25









25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
final settlement of ac-
is ie.
25, 1976 fiel4by Glenn V.
Larming, Ex tor of
the estate of .e
Dec'd and that'
the same has been
approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will 'do so on or before
November 22, 1976 or be
forever barred.
Witness my hand this 25




By: Judith Ainley, D. C.
Prices of stock of local interest at otiotk ,,
ET/T, today, furnished to the tedger iir
l'Imi by First ..., Michigan. Corp. of
Murray: we as follows:.
fieublein Inc  '  443.
 -4
McDonalds Corp 52's 
+-,..
Ponderosa Systems .  , 64 uric
fUrnberly Clark We
Union Carbide . ... 
.. 614




Generslilec ... . 523% unc
GAF Corp 
I lsa -Lb
Georgia Pacific 364 
+.1,
Pfizer













25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
final settlement of ac-
counts was on October
25, 1976 filed by Dallas
Salyer, Executor of the
estate of Lovella 'G.
Salyer, Dec'd and that
Calloway County -Court
and ordered filed to life
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exceptions thereto
will do so on or before
November 22, 1976 or be
forever barred.
Witness my hand this 25










25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
final settlement of ac-
counts was on October
25, 1976 filed by Cecil
Thurmond, Executor of
the estate of Ludie
Thurmond, Dec'd and
that the same has been
approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
November 22, 1976 or be
forever barred.
Witness my hand this 25









25.2110: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
final settlement of ac-
counts was on October
25, 1976 filed by Carl
Lockhart, Executor of
the estate of C. A.
Lockhart, Dec'd and
that the same has been
approve4 by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
ever for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
November 22, 1976 or be
forever barred.
Witness my hand this 25









25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
final settlement of ac-
counts wag on October
25,1976 filed by LaBurna
N. Dixon, Executrix of
the estate of Raymond
F. Dixon, Dec'd and that
the same has been
approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person tiesiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
November 22, 1976 or be
forever barred.
Witness my hand this 25









25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
final settlement of ac-
1976 filed by Woodfin
Hutson, Jr., Adrn.,, of
Estate of Woodfin
Hutson. Sr. Dec'd and
that the same has been
approved by the
CalloWay_County Court
and ordered-filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
November 22, 1976 or be
forever barred. ,
Witness my hand this 25









25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a -report of
final settlement of ac-
counts was on October
25, 1976 filed by Dan C.
Hutson, Executor of the
estate Of Beatrice C.
Hutson, Dec'd and that
the same Was been
approved by 'the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiririg to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
November 22, 1976 or be
forever barred.
Witness my hand this 25









25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
final settlement of ac-
counts was on October
25, 1976 filed by Mary W.
Lassiter,
Administratrix of the
estate of Ethel M.
Windsor, Dec'd and that
the same has been
approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring
to file any exception
thereto will do so on or
before November 22,
1976 or be forever
barred.
Witness my hand this 25




By: Judith Ainley, D. C.
NOTICE
In accordance with ,
Kentucky Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
final settlement of ac-
counts was on October
25, 1976 filed by Max
Oliver, Administrator of
the estate of John Allen
Oliver, Dec'd and that
the same has been
-approved by - the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
November 22,1976 or be
forever barred.
Witness my hand this 25









25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
final settlement of ac-
counts was on October
25, 1976 filed by John R.
Imes, Executor of the
state of Otto P. Zetsche,
De'c and that the same
has been approved by
the Calloway County
Court and ordered filed
to lie over for ex-
ceptions. Any person
desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
so on or before
November 22, 1976 or be
forever barred.
-Witness my hand this 25
day of October, 1976.
, By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Ky.





25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
final settlement of ac-
ii was on s o. •r
25, 1976 filed by John C.
Quertermous, Executor
of the estate of Helen
Clark, Dec'd and that
the same has been
approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
November 22, 1976 or be
forever barred.
Witness my hand this 25









25.200: Notice is hereby -
given that a report of
final settlement of ac-
counts was on October
25, 1976 filed by Eva
Morris, Administratrix
of the estate of Ragan S.
McDaniel, Dec'd and
that the same has been
approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
- any exception thereto
will do so -on or befbre
November 22, 1976 or be
forever barred.
Witness my hand this 25











































e...4 p.m. klontioy tire
Setwiloy. Come see vs for
yew Estes fly* rockets,
owl rocket engines. tied-
burgh, space Ism sod
spore probe model kits. Air-
plane, ow and cycle inedel






Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 3-1; Saturday 8-3.
BELTONE FACTORY
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.
I NOW HAVE A FULL
line of Greeting Cards
plus Christmas cards.







Prise fee best costume
"Come is Dews"
HAVE YOU registered
_ for the Super Cash Pot
Allig John's? Now up to
$1200.







for City Council when
you cast your vote,
November 2nd Ballot.
Paid for by candidate
%,..7







If we dust hers the pleat
you wait, we'll get it.
5 Lost And Found


















5 Lost And Found
MISSING TWO male
dogs. One Collie, red,
white and black, named
175Zidie. 'Mier small
part Terrier, light tan
named Shaggy.
Disappeared from


















telephone voice. $2.25 to
$6.25 per hour. Apply in






per week, plus auto
expense bonus.
Tremendous future if





feel you are qualified,
dial Paducah 413-4595.
PERSON with spare
time, car, and Polaroid
camera needed to make
insurance reportsTldeal
















resume to P.O. Box 32D,
Murray.
WANTED - LADY for
part time light
housework, some
cooking, and driving car












ground. Write to P. 0.
Box 605, Murray, Ky.







for $350 month or will
lease M' x 56' building
for $300 month. Contact
Jim Biggs, (5021 826-
5822.
14 Want To Buy
GOOD USED 4 string
banjo. Call 753-4138.
SMALL MOBILE HOME,
10' x 12'. Five to seven
years old. Call 753-8216
after 5.
.111L. IP X in MI
Another View
"WHAT .HAPPEN5 WI-4 I GO TO
11-iE POLLS ON NOVEMBER 2 AND
NO130IN SHOWS UP?"
14 Wont To Bu v




WANT TO BUY -
Female Boxer puppy.





Foreign, old and gold.
Call 753-9232.
15 Articles For Sale
MAKE BEATEN down
carpet nap at doorways
bright and fluffy again






NEW SET OF FOUR
Pyrex bowls) three piece
Corning Ware, electric
can opener, portable,
mixer, womens tops and




bleized and solid colors
can be installed by
amateur. Murray
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.
' CLEAN CARPETS the
save and safe way with
Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer.




The Dept. of Streets- Sant, will start the City
wide leaf pickup Mon. 11-1-76. Every effort will be
made to clean the entire city of leaves as quickly as
personnel and equip. will allow. Leaves must be
raked to buck of curb .or edge of blacktop to ac-
commodate our vacuum leaf machine 1111e City of
Murray will not enter upon private property per
collection of leaves). We respectfully request full
cooperation and consideration of all citizens of











15 Articles For Sale
BARGAIN PRICES ON:
3-toads desks, chairs
and file cabinets. Over
50 selections of 4x8
paneling from $2.75 to
$7.00 per sheet 4x8 ex-
terior siding at $6.40. 4x9
exterior siding at $7.20.
Ross & Tuck Salvage.




rocker in good condition.
$35.00. Call 753-3356.
SEARS COLDSPOT 3 cu.
ft. refrigerator with
freezer. 3(2 x 7. pool
table. Call 753-8560 or
354-6392.
MAPLE DINING table
and four chairs, to
match in good condition.
Phone 435-4471.
THREE PIECE bedroom
suite with mattress and
springs. Call 753-8780.
AUTOMATIC washer,
$50. Good condition. Call
437-4596.
USED REFRIGERATOR
and stove. Good con-




new. $50. Call 753-5340.
SPEED QUEEN washer





and end table sets. Call
489-2752.
11. Vacuum Cleaners










rack and ceiling light.
Five beer lights, 10
speed boys bicycle, .and
a partially wooded lot on





ONE SCHWINN 5 speed
bike. One 20" bike. Also
would like to buy one or























45 JOHN DEERE com-
bine, squareback. Call
527-7732.
TWO FARM wagons with
wood wheels. $65 each.




and Super B grain
dryers will sponsor a
grain drying demon-




will be served 10:30 a.
m. to 5:00 p. m. Buy
your dryer now and we
pay the interest until
next fall. You get the
investment credit also.
Call 753-2958 for further
information.
806 INTERNATIONAL
tractor, 12 ft. Inter-
national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
row Ford drill. Call 395-
7463.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing





boat. 40. h. p. Johnson
motor, trolling =Luc
with foot control and
trailer. $650. Call 753-
2361, after 5:30.
if Asisocus,s bass
boat, 115 h.p. Mercury
with car trim. Heavy
Duty trailer. 1972 model
boat and motor. Fully
equipped. Price 1800.00.
Call 46-2149.
NEW AND USED organs,
Piano, special sale




PIANO LESSONS. I will
give adult and-or school
age persons piano
lessons. I've a Bachelor
of Music Education
Degree from Murray
State University. I have
taught piano and-or
organ lessons for the


























organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across








Gibson Mew & Used












pointment to see call
753-V58.
27 Mobile Home Sales
TWO BEDROOM mobile
hoe, central air, sold
unfurnished 44,50(L4 au
753-8695 or 753-8108. !
54 X 24 DOUBLE wide
with or without lot. Also
with or withritit fur-
niture. Willis H. Smith.
Route 5, Benton, Ky.
Call 354-4450.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.





with blower. $25.00 or
best offer. Call 753-4590.
29 Mobile Home Rentals




mobile home spaces for
refl., at Riviera Courrs.
Call 753-3280.
1. Want To Rent
WANT TO LEASE 16 to 20
acres for four mares.
Near Murray. Call 753-
4627.
32. Apartments For Rent
NICE FURNISHED
apartment. May be. seen
at Kellys Pest Control,
100 South 13th Street.
FURNIgHED APART-













33 Rooms For Rent










Lirge bath, carport. Call
489-2116 after 5 p. m.
TWO BEDROOM brick
house. One mile from
city limits. Hazel High-




water, electric heat. No
pets. Couples.
----- References. Call 753-
7551.
HOUSE DIVIDED INTO













FOR RENT - TWO
beriptom unfurnished
house. Call 753-8080
Alter 500 p. call 753,
3579. ,
THREE BEDROOM, 2
bath, fully furnished, all
electrjc. 1.5 miles from
Murray. $175 month,
.$100 deposit. No singles.
Call 753-9829.
36 For Rent Or lease
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th_ Call
753-5881.




Highway 641 and Ar-
cadia Court, Murray.
Write Central Shop-












and pigs. Call 753-5831.
38 Pets Sin/1)6"
WANT TO BUY -
Female Boxer puppy.
No older than one year._
Call 527-4858.
AKC IRISH Setter pup-
pies and adult breeding









weeks old. Call 753-2378.
IRISH SETTER puppy.
Six weeks old. Call 753-
9570.
MALE ST. BERNARD




TURNIPS - $3.58 bushel.
Greens - $1.50 bushel,
you pick. Sweet potatoes -
- large $3.00 bushel.
Bakers - $2.06 bushel.






power tools, records and
CB equipment Friday
. and sumrelay, °ember. _
and 30, 800 N. 17th.
GARAGE SAI.E.
Saturday October 30, 8




8-5. Antiques, oak bed.
and rocker, Tiffany type
lamp, floor lamp, pic-
ture album with stand,





two sets of Duncan




storm door, trunks, etc.
Take 121 South. turn
right on Highway 893, to
New Providence, turn
on Spiceland . Road,
Watch for signs.
HENS FOR SALE. Call
753-4859.
BIG GARAGE SALE.
mile west of Lynn Grove
on Highway 94.
Everyday this week. 9 a.
m. - 8 p. m. 300 pair of
boys, girls, men and
womens shoes, first line
quality. Values to $24.00.
$1.5045.00 pair as long
as they last. Boys and
girls slacks, sweaters
and blouses, same low
price. 150 gallon new
paint, $7.00 to $12.00
value, $1.5043.00 gallon.
Also antiques, glass and
china, refrigerator,
automatic washer and
dryer, and lots more
goodies. Call Otto -
Chester 435-4128, Lynn
Grove.
cut outs, and odd pieces.
Used doors. used tires,
fireplace screen, range
hoods, used glass tub
enclosure Roys Car-
penter Shop, next to
Drive In
ONE ANTIQUE RADIO
and one antique radio
and record player
combination, 78 rpm.
Call 7534560 or 354-6392.
WOOD KING circulating
heaters, ;175. Would like
to do babysitting in my
home. $3.00 per day or
night. Call 753-5947.
RIDING LAWN MOWER




mower, dozer blade and
hydraulic for rear at-
tachments. Includes
dozer, cart and dozer
blade. Call 753-8560.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any Size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Pifdlicah,
Phone 1-443-7323.
26 TV Radto
TRC-56 CB radio. $100.
Call 753-4331.
TWO WEEK OLD RSTRC
52 CB and clip on gutter
mount antenna. Call
after 5436-2171. $109.
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
KINGSWOOD SUBDIVISION three bedrooms,
two full baths, large kitchen-den combination
_ with central heat and air. In excellent condition
an. qwc possession. • ices to se in ow $30's.
NEWLY LISTED beautiful corner lot v. ith many
trees located only three blocks from the Univer-
sity. Ideal for the large family or the average
family wanting privacy areas. Offers six
bedrooms on two levels and two full baths. In-
terior redecoration recently completed. Call for
an appointment to see this one mid AV's.
ATTENTION!! Want a home with all the extras?
This is it in Canterbury Estates. Beautifully
decorated with three bedrooms, two baths, large
den highlighted with shag carpet and fireplace,
kitchen has built-ins and large breakfast room.
The two-car garage even has an electric opener.
By appointment only.
PANORAMA SHORES. Year round hying with
two bedrooms extra large den, includes' two
fireplaces on lot 90 z_ 350. Good garden. area In
quiet atmosphere. Immediate possession.
THINKING ABOUT AN INVESTMENT" Duplex
at 1612 Calloway has a potential income of $170
monthly, walking distance to the University and
apartments are partially furnished. Can be pur-
chased for only $14,500. Check on this quickly
CENTER RIDGE LOT Over 1'2 acre*, coin
pletely wooded with 380 feet of water frontage
Breath taking view of Kentucky Lake in thr,c
directions.
Approximately /3 acres on Hwy 94-East wIth
tensive highway frontage and excellent ;feces, trr
another black top road. Develop this rompletel
wooded land into camping area or future r
mercial site. Priced at $800 per acre
LOTS, LOTS, LOTS! Near Barkley. Lake in
L.B.L. Gateway Development. All sizes, shapes
and prices. Call and describe what you would
like to own-we're sure to have it.on Barkley. 4
Professional and personal service is the goal of
every Realtor. Consult a Real Estate
professional on all your Real 'Estate problems





Located Southide of Court Square
Real Estate office open daily Monday through Saturday
Office Telephone: 753 4451 03
Member Multi-listing Service and Murray-Calloway County Board of Realtors
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SeilibutpAmbit-Pica dlISSIFIED ADS
41, Public Sales
GARAGE SALE: at Tim
Smith's Upholstery Shop
in Farmington. 9 a. m. -
5 p. m. October 29 and
30. Upholstery remnants
and miscellaneous





Road at Stanley Home
Products office. Next
door to Rib Shack. Nice
clothes,. Dalton knit&
..;lassware, bowl and
pitcher set. Many nice
items.
liUMMAGE SALE
Saturday, October 30, 8-
5. American Legion










October 30 from 8-6 on
Charlie Thin-man-Road.
Watch for sign on Stella
Highway at West Park
Baptist Church and turn




items. If rains or cold
will be held following
Saturday.





and 30.8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
43. Real Estate
Appointment Only
Beavtiful 3 bedroom, 2
brick with large family ri•ai




This 4 bedroom home with





Extra nice 3 bedroom home
in Stella, on 23 acres with
excellent income property.
Beeni54fv1 -
Two heirloom Wu. with
fireplace north of city.
Priced to sell.
Remodeled
Three barkoom home sitting
on 3 acres, south of city,
priced in the mid 30's.
Nice & Heel
Fear bedroom from, home
with 4 stoN stock barn, east
of city, priced low 20's.
Est,. Nice
Three bedroom home Reef
coustry chili needs 11•1,
owner, over I ' acre let,
provides qviet country set-
ting, only 545,000.
Older Nome
406 N. 6th Street, older
home, on 85 x 140 lot needs





- Call 753.3263 anytime
31 acres about a mile







Realtor, 505 Main St.,
753-0101 or call Brice
Ratterree, 753-5921.
October Special










and grocery store, also
extra building lot at New
Providence. Home is
older frame on 34 acre
wooded lot. Has 4
bedroom, carpet,
drapes, and in excellent
condition. 'Barn and
smoke house. Store is
well stocked with $8-
$10,000 inventory and
gasoline pumps. The
price will amaze you
and everything goes
including all stock and
buildings. CALL FOR
APPOINTMENT TO
SEE, Guy Spann Realty,
901 Sycamore, 753-7724.
SOLD TWO more farms
last week and just listed
another 75 acre tract
near Kentucky Lake.
This land is ideal for
cattle or, horse farm-all





Brick 2 bedroom home
with fireplace, central
electric heat and air,




phone us at KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222, for more in-




REALTY, ri 1 Main. We
have had many inquiries
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact Bill Kop-
perud, 753-1222. Also if
you have been wanting
to purchase acreage,
contact us;_for an update
on properties listed for
sale in Calloway County.
We at KOPPERUD
REALTY provide a
complete range of Real
Estate Service. Phone
us today.
FOR ALL YOUR in-






your leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.
Call 753-1651, if you are
interested in selling
your property.
SHOP 32' x 44' on 1 acre
lot heated and air
compressor. Call 753-
7370.
ONE ACRE LAND on
North 641, near Murray.
Call 753-8527.
FIVE LOTS in Florida for
sale or trade, East and
West. Call 753-0790 or
753-4124.
FOR LISTING and selling
your property, see Boyd-
Majors Real Estate, 105
North 12th, 753-8080 or
call any of our
salespeople: Reuben









off US Highway 68.
Canton, Ky. $11,000.•
John Randolph Realty &
Auction Company, 753-
5561.
4b Homes For Sale
BY OWNER - home and
20 acres, brick 4
bedroom, 11-2 bath
house. All electric built-
in oven and stove. 10
acres tillable, 10 acres
fenced for livestock, ,2
stock barns, 2 large
ponds. Between Tri-City
and Lynn Grove. Priced
in mid 30's. Call 435-4589.
BY OWNER. Attractive
small, 2 bedroom,
located at 513 Beale.
Ideal for retired couple,
young family or rental
property. Shopping area
and new park within
walking distance.
Priced to sell. Call 753-
4862 or 753-1611.
BY OWNER: .7 room
ranch style house with







shed, dairy barn, other
outbuildings. All under
woven wire fence. One
mile west of Dexter on
Hickory Grove Rd.





ping, 2 baths, family
room, 3 bedroom.
Priced in lower 30's. Call
753-9380.
THREE BEDROOM
brick house stran-s I
shop building. On two-





You buy a living room suite with accenting pieces or a den
suite with' accenting pieces or hide-a-bed with matching 
chair, or a bedroom suite... e 11 buy vou the carpet for that 
rTeMT: You pick -thv carpet from a Super Selection at Joe
Smith's Discount Carpet.













HOUSE WITH 7 acres.
Night call 753-9378, 753-
7263, days, 753-7494.
BY OWNER -3 bedroom
house, large lot, Wilti a
body shop, 30 x 40, 2
driveways to it, 1 mile
West from the city limits
on 121. Can 753-6347.




49 Ustd Cars & Trucks
1972 FORD GRAND
TORINO, 2 door, 302
engine, air condition,
stereo AM-FM, $1900. 
Call753-0738.
1971 FORD VAN. Can be
seen pt University Gulf









condition, 3 seats, power
disc brakes. One owner.
$650. Call 753-4769 after 5
p.m.
1963 FORD customized
van, mag wheels, 8
track stereo. Must see to
appreciate. Call 492-
8441.




JEEP 1969 CJ-5, good




power and air, 1969 Ford-
LTD wagon, all original,
. extra clean. $650. Call
436-2427.
1974 CHEVY PICKUP V-
8, air, automatic. $2,750.
Also 1971 Pinto, 4 speed,
$900. Call 753-9771.
1969 V. W. automatic,
radio, under 45,000
miles, priced below
average retail. Call 753-
2485
1970 MALIBU 307 2
barrel, 2 speed
automatic, needs front













105 Notth 12th St.
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753 8080
SINCE 1976 IS NOW IN ITS LAST QUARTER, WE FEEL IT IS APPROPRIATE TO
THANK THE CITIZENS OF MURRAY AND CALLO WAY COUNTY FOR MAKING
THIS YEAR AN OUTSTANDING SUCCESS. YOUR CONFIDENCE IN OUR COM-
PETENT SALES FORCE AND THE "REPEAT" CUSTOMERS HAVE MADE US FEEL
VERY PROUD TO HAVE SERVED YOU.
RESIDENTIAL
BRAND NEW BRICK in Canterbury features
fireplace, heat pump, entry hall & formal dining
room.
JUST LISTED! 3 bedroom, 1/2 bath stone on S.
13th St. with central gas heat, basement & 2
fireplaces.
COMFORTABLE -3 bedroom, 1/2 brick with
patio, den, central heat & air, double garage, &
carpeting.
UNUSUALLY NICE double wide mobile home.
You must see to appreciate the roominess &
quality.
ELBOW ROOM is what you can have in this neat
3 bedroom brick on 2 acres near Coldwater.
3 BEDROOM MOBILE home & 3' x 40' concrete
block shop with compressor & power washer.
COUNTRY SETTING with city facilities. 3
bedroom, 2 bath brick with all the features of
comfortable living.
CHOICE BUY! 2 bedroom frame with elec. wall
heat & carpeting. Near downtown.
QUALITY 4 bedroom, 3 bath home with central
gas heat, sundeck, & basement in choice
location.
RUSTIC & PICTURESQUE 3 bedroom, 2 bath
Western Cedar with many extras is brand new &
quality-built.
EXTRA NICE 3 bedroom, 1½ brick with central
heat de air, family room, & new chain-link fence.
NICE OLDER home in Hazel. Recently
redecorated & painted outside. Over 2,000 sq. ft.
BEAUTIFULLY DECORATED 3 bedroom, 2
bath in Gatesborough. Heat pump, spndeck,
beamed ceiling & many other extras!
YOUR BEST CHRISTMAS EVER in this modern
3 bedroom Bedford stone with 2 fireplaces in
finished basement.
EXECUTIVE HOME features 4 spacious
bedrooms, 21/2 baths, enclosed patio, fireplace in
prestigious area.
SECLUDED, YET NEAR CIi'Y is this neat & at-
tractive 3 bedroom, 1/2 bath brick.
COMMERCIAL
Just as we helped MacDonald's and Captain D's
find their ideal location, we can help YOU locate
YOUR business. Call us today for details about
our many commercial listings.
ASSUMABLE LOAN on this charming 3
bedroom, 2 bath brick with economical central
gas heat in desirable area.
RETIRING? Then check out this neat & clean 3
bedroom, 1/2 brick within walking distance of
shopping centers.
INCOME PROPERTY. 142 story brick near
university set up as 3 partially furnished apart-
ments.
TREE-STUDDED LOT is perfect setting for this
cozy 3 bedroom, brick with central heat & air un-
der $30,000.
CHARM & ELEGANCE REFLECTED
throughout this -3 bedroom, 8 bath bliek in
Gatesborough.
SHORT ON BEDROOMS? Call for details on this
recently redecorated 4 bedroom brick.
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION! Owner says sell!
Very nice 3 bedroom, 2 bath brick With central
gas heat.
ENCHANTING DECOR from entry foyer to for-
mal dining room describes this 3 bedroom, 2',2
bath brick on Hermitage.
VALUE-PACED spacious 2 story brick recently
reduced in Robertson School district, also has
workshop..
ENJOYING THANKSGIVING DINNER in for-
mal dining room of this 5 bedroom brick bi-level
on lovely wooded lot.
FOR THE ECONOMY-MINDED we offer this
roomy 3 bedroom brick newly renovated for only
$27,900.
REDUCED FOR QUICK SALE - redecorated 3
bedroom, 1/2 bath frame with carpeting, car-
port, & fenced yard.
SPANKIN' NEW & DISTINCTIVE 3 bedroom, 2
bath brick with quality features located nor-
thwest of Murray.
FOR SMALL DOWN PAYMENT you can move -
in this 1972 Fleetwood mobile home near
Lakeway Shores.
OWNER WILL FINANCE to right party this
lovely 3 bedroom, 2 bath custom-built brick near
University.
LOTS •
For a wide selection of lots, whether they be
commercial, lake, or residential, check with us
before you buy. Our listings include desirably
located lots both in the city and county.
FARMS
BY OWNER - Brick
house on large corner lot





kitchen. gas central heat
and air. Close to school.
$39,500. See at 600 South





room, large two car
garage. Many luxury






bedrooms, 1/2 baths, all
on 1 acre. Close in to




BY OWNER: 7 room
house with carport and
garage, brick and rock
exterior on 51-4 acres
(with 600' Highway
frontage) 4 miles north
of Murray on Highway
641. Three bedrooms,
PI bath, full basement
with kitchen, gas central
heat and air, 40' x 60'




-1970 V. W. RED. $700. Call
753-7174.
1965 CHEVY TRUCK,
short wheel base, V-8
automatic. Will sell with
or without topper. Call
436-2315 or 753-4698.
1973 CHEVROLET






seat, all power seat and
windo-ws. Complete
loaded. Call 753-2438,
-"may be seen at 201 South
3rd.
1968 FORD PICKUP. This
trbck is nice and in A-1
condition and is low
mileage. Also 1968 V.W.
in good condition. Call
. day or night 436-5366.
1972 Chevrolet im-
pala, 4 door Sedan,
green-green vinyl top
- 39.000 actual miles,






I. acres northeast of Murray, 12 acres tillable,
mostly fenced, 2 wells & pump.
51 acres & older home in lake area. 25 acres
tillable, some timber & fencing, barn, pond, &
tobacco base.
80 acres & nice 3 bedroom home with basement
east of Murray. 25 acres tillable, some timber &
bottom land.
Almost new 3 bedroom home & mini farm of ap-
prox. 9 acres in Lynn Grove.
38 acres on Squire Workman Rd, 24 acres






• Nice 3 bedroom home on 21 acres east of Murray.
12 acres tillable, all fenced, barn, & new shop
with equipment.
Extremely productive 100 acre farm. 95 acres
tillable, some fencing & timber, barn, pond, well,
& crib.
We also have 2 large tracts of prime farmland.
One is 395 acres, the other 172 acres.
Approx. 64 acres northeast of Alin°. 38 acres








GIVE US A CALL IF YOU ARE CONSIDERING BUYING OR SELLING REAL
ESTATE. WE LIKE TO HELP PEOPLE.
"Member of Multiple Listing"
4




Nothing Down-Take Up Payments
New Warranty Monthly Poymenf
19" Black 8. White TV  5500
13" Color TV  '1200
19" Magnavox Color TV . .  514"
25" Magnavox Color TV  $1800
Magnavox Console Stereo  '14"
Wurlitzer Organ  51500
J3 13 Music
Chestnut St. Murray, ity.
OPEN HOUSE




505 Main - Murray, Ky.
753-0101 - 753-7531
Auction Sale
Sat. Oct. 23, 10 a.m. '/2 mile West of Lynn Grove.
Ky. on Highway 94. This will be a big all day Auction
Sole.
Good Furniture, appliances, glass, china and an-
tique items, also some tools, will have some good
items from Burnice Boyd home, Murray. Such
as: antique love seat couch and chair makes a
bed, bean pots, stoneware, primitive tools, old
books, much more. Have one large lot from Mrs.
Keene home, Hazel including lots of nice glass
and china, have good collector items from 2 or 3
other estates. Lots more good antiques added
plus sharp 1960 Falcon. This sale was postponed








Charming 3 Bedroom Home
Near Murray High School, extremely
neat and attractive home with central
gas heat and central electric air. Very
tastefully decorated with pegged oak
floor in entry hall, patio, garage and-
many outstanding features. 1900






49. Used Cars & Trucks






FM stereo casette deck,
vinyl top. $2600. Call 753-
4115.
1972 FORD TRUCK





lots of extras, low
mileage. Call 7534593.
TWO 40' vans. Tandem
axle. $850 each. Call 753-
7656..
1970 VW. $800. New in
every way. Call 753-7765.
1973 GRAND PRIX.
47,000 actual miles.
White interior and ex-
terior. Vinyl top. AM-
FM stereo tape. $2950.
Call 753-8445.
1966 DODGE STATION
wagon. $400. Can be seen
at Bucks Body Shop, or
phone 753-3050.
1972 GRAND TORINO 2
door hardtop, excellent
condition. Five new tires
wholesale. Can be seen
1803 College Farm
Road.





Local car, like netw. Call
7811-4576 or 753-2789 after
5.
1976 RENEGADE CJ-5
jeep. Call 753-7850 or 753-
2641.





power steering. Call 753-
8200.
1974 AUDI FOX. Real
nice. Good rubber.
Stereo tape player.
















will be received until
November 10, 1976,
5:00 p.m. in the City
Clerks office. Fur-
ther information






AMERICAN ESKIMO Male, Registered.
From the circus line, 1 year old.






5.314.00 Up. Fleowed, reedy to *se. /NAB, kerns edd-ens, patios,
carports, offices. ivy the Bost for Lou. CUSTOIA-RUILT POR-
TABLE BUILDINGS 753-0014.
Kopperud Realty Is Pleas-ed To AnnOunce
he Addition Of Three New Sales Associate
Harry Patterson
Harry Patterson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Randall
Patterson, is a graduate of
Calloway County High
School and Murray State
University, where he
received a B. S. degree in
Business Administration in
1971. Following graduation.
Mr. 'Patterson sold con-
dominiums in Atlanta,
Georgia for one year, and
worked as a salesman for
Pfizer, Incorporated for
two years, covering the
Mid-South area. He and his
wife. Nancy, were co-
owners of the Gene & Jo's
Florist in Murray until they
recently sold the business.




wife of Dr. Wallace
Baggett, Director of the
Murray State University
Division of Social Work,
resides at 1506 London
Drive, Canterbury Estates.
She • holds B.S. and M.S.
degrees from Murray State
University; is a member of
the Creative Arts




Baggett, who is a native of
Paris, Tennessee, has two
daughters, Jan, a
sophomore at Murray State





whose husband Jack is
manager of the General
Dairy Department of Ryan
Milk Company, attencred
Murray State University, is
a- member of the First
Methodist Church and the
Murray Woman's Club. She
and her husband Jack and
youngest daughter, Jill,
• reside at 1209 Kirkwood
Drive. Mrs. Andersen has
been a Murray resident for
eleven years, being
originally from Mt. Ver-
non, Indiana.
All three recently passed
Teal estate Salesman




Murray's Fastest Growing Realty
KOPPERUD
REALTY In Bus. 753-1222
•
49 U)cd C,n & Trucks
1958 TWO TON dump
truck. _Call 753-8560 or
1973 CHEVY SUBUR-
BAN, power brakes,








ficient service. NO job











and roofs sealed. Call






Call 753-4124, South 4th




bank gravel. Call 436-
2306.
PAINTING, EXTERIOR
and interior, new and








Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
K AND H REPAIR.
Phone 753-3323. Mower,
chainsaws and ap-





































mirrors, and table tops.






all types of rocR7 white,
decorative and wash
rock. All types of sand
and agriculture lime.
Mark Bucy Trucking,
call after 4 p. m. 753-8381
or 253-5795. '
NEED TREES cut or
firewood.•Ca117534707.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.












Class will rake leaves
and do odd jobs. Call 753-
2456 or 767-2605 anytime.
INSUL4TIO14 BLOWN In
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling











clean rugs of all kinds.




estimates. 24 hour an-
swering service, 500
Maple 753-0359.
WILL KEEP children in
my home. Call 753-6189.
BULLDOZING, prompt
dependable service.
Three bull dozers to
serve you. Free
estimate. Call Steven
Alexander at 753.1959 or
L. W. Lyons 474-2264.
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluminum siding and
trim on your house.
Colors also patio_ -
awnings and aluminum




home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing





doors, paver tile and









order. Also split rail




ah hour, Call evening's 
753-6097.
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water







Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for







struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.










INNS sends N .
EASILY-
311 NAN psolabe after
Pousa than sit the wort
FPFECTMLY-
VOWS ,o1.101 VW 'Moo.%
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I aactsan of DV cost
(YOU SAVE VI TO r
NS CO PEA A00411
Rest tor only 112 00 a day
lel-Air Decor Store
11•14i Came, 153 INE
53 lee() An 5ee a
SEED WHEAT.. Variety •
Aut_494„ Purity p9,30,
germination 93.50. Price
$4.00 bushel. Phone 753-
3828 or pickup at
Shoemaker Seed Co.
JAP HAY for sale. Call
753-3229.
54 Free Column
FREE - FOUR MONTH




make an ideal family--
pet. Call 753-3535 after 5
p. in.
THREE WHITE KIT-
TENS. -Free to good
home Call 753-5666
AUCTION
Saturday, October 30, 10:00 a.m. rain or shine at
the late Edgar Williams home. Leave highway 121
west of Murray at Airport road travel Si miles, or.
on Highway half way between Almo and Kirksey,
Kentucky. .
Much has been added to above sale. Will have
something for all.. Breakfast set, buffet, bed and
dresser, chests, new 6 ft. double sink, bathroom fix-
tures, oak rockers, center tSbles, spool cabinet, fine
and other guns, brass aladdin and other lamps. egg
baskets, jugs, preserve stands, buttermilk pitcher
cow on side, Japanese, other glass and china, dolls,
pocket watches and knives, Shirley Temple pitcher,
Avon, Fenton other Carnival, 3 to 5 gal. jars, chur-
ns, Geo. H. Goodman Paducah jug ) 80 pieces of
misc. glass, Gyp§y, other iron, sugar bucket, dinner
bell, brass,trizfluting iron, mantle and Fashion
Calendar Clocks. Have many phone parts want
more, will sell them free. Some coins, and a load of
good old pieces. This is a real sale. Eats and drinks.




We have the most advanced
scientific instrument a




First to combine solid state electronics
acid pH chemistry and professional expertise
to achieve perfect penning every time.
Brenda's Beauty Salon





Older farm house, completely remodeled and
ready to move into. Owner says sell! Reasonably
priced at $23,500, located east of town.
Brand new home in Canterbury Estates, three
bedrooms and 2 baths, fireplace and built in ap-
pliances; all for the low price of $46,800.
Fantastic buy for a small farm and an extra nice
brick home, just reduced, owner will consider a
reasonable bid. Located in Cherry Corner. just a
Ian 
One of the best business opportunities we've ever
come across; income producing NOW - Call for
confidential information and appointment to
view.
Good buy in a nice three bedroom home located
close to shopping and schools. Priced under
$30,000.
Close to the university, with an assumable VA
loan. Three bedrooms, 1 bath, also features
lovely pine paneling. $24,900.
Reasonably priced apartment complex with
$260.00 mo. income, located on South 16th Street;
for only $17,500.
You must see this lovely country estate to ap-
preciate all you get for $49,800. Nearly new brick
home with all the extras. 3.8 acres, and an
unusual redwoodbarn. Located on No. 732, close
to Murray.
Three bedroom, l'2 baths, brick home in one of
the better subdivisions. Just reduced to $32,000
and well worth the money!
Live in luxury close to town on your own 16 acres
in this beautiful eleven room home. If you want
something unusual this is it!
Double-wide mobile home located -east ---
Murray, price of $11.500 includes furniture and
appliances.
A-Frame designed home on a beautiful 7 acre lot
with large trees. Features 3 bedrooms, central
heat and air, redwood exterior and a 'large
fireplace, all for $49,500.
Year-round brick home for lake living, 3
bedrooms, with a nice den and fireplace. Priced
very reasonably at $35,500. •
Nearly 'new mobile home located in Rwilna
Shores on a lovely tree-shaded lot. Central he
and air, carpet for $11,000.-
Roomy three bedroom brick at 1702 Farmer, has
possibilities for garage apartment with private
entrance, listed at $27,000.
Brick apartments on Miller, 3 apartments with
good income. $33.000.
Nearly new brick home on Meadow I .ine with all
the extras. Three bedrooms. 21 :: baths. covered
patio and on a large, shady lot
Well located on Johnson Blvd. and beatitifUlly
decorated, 3 bedroom brick for the low price of
$25.500.
Across from Robertson, on Locust Dr. we have a
neat brick home on a lac6 lot Features 1'
baths and central air, for t28.900.
We have four small homes, ver reasonabl
priced in various locations Pertect for
newlyweds or retired Couples
Nice mobile home on 2 acres. lo( Dexter
for only $18500
Nice lot with some large trees in Williams Sub-
division: $4500-00
Shop ,ROBERTS REALTY first for all your real estate needs. If they don't have it




412 South 12th Street
PAT ARMSTRONG 436-2174
ANNA REOUARTH 753-2477
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A low bid submitted by John Nuveen
and Co. on $2.59 milliop in Series A
revenue bonds was accepted today by
the trustees of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Corporation to finance --
a major construction and renovation
project at the hospital.
Stuart Poston, hospital ad-
ministrator, said. he was very pleased
with the bid which reflected an average
Fall Festivals
To Be Held At
County Schools.._ -
East Elementary and North
Elementary Schools will hold their
annual fall festivals on Friday, October
29, at the schools, according to Bob
Allen, East principal, and Johnny
Bohannon, North principal.
At E. SchoolSchool the doors will open at
six p. m.' when persons will be able to
buy their supper before the carnival
starts at 6:45 p. in. All types of games
and booths will be included, according
to a spokesman for the Parent-Teacher
Club, sponsor of the event.
Supper will be served startint at 5:30
p. m. at North School with the festival
events to start at 6:30 p. m. Admission
will be fifty cents for adults and 25 cents
for children. Two hams and a bicycle
will be given at the festival which will
include an arts and crafts booth, and
other special carnival events, ac-
cording to a spokesman for the spon-
sorship of the event, Parent-Teacher
Club.
Roy Cothran, principal at Southwest
Elementary School, said the annual fall
festival there will be held on Saturday,
November 13, due to a conflict in dates
with other events.
(Continued from Page 1)
Mrs. Chrisman is the former Edine
Blackford of Nashville, and they have
five children and four grandchildren.
They live at 814 North 20th Street in
Murray.
As the President's Club coordinitor,
Chrisman will be contacting in-
dividuals, businesses, clubs and in-
H. Ed Chrisman
dustrial organizations in the interest of
the fund-raising campaign, which is
administered through the offices of Dr.
John M. Bar tholomy, vice president for
university services, and the Murray
State University Foundation.
In addition to being members of one
of the most select and prestigious
groups on the campus, members of the
President's Club are honored and
recognized in a number of ways, in-
"luding a formal, appreciation dinner
hosted by Murray State President and
Mrs. Constantine W. Curris.
interest rate over the term of the bonds
of 6.204 per cent.
"We had estimated in our feasibility
study that interest would average 7,/
per cent," Poston said in expressing his.
pleasure with the outcome of the bid
opening.
"We're just real pleased with the bids
and everyone that we have talked with
this morning feels that this is _an pat-
'standing bid on a hospital bond revenue
issue," Poston added.
-We were fortunate because the bond
market is more attractive than its been
in some time," he said. "According to
our fiscal agent, the bid reflects the
operation of the hospital and the con-
fidence these people ( the low bidders)
have in the local hospital," Poston said.
Poston said that the contract for the
Series B portion of the bonds is ex-
Thompson Presents
Paper At Meeting
Dr. James T. Thompson, chairman of
the Department of Agriculture at
Murray State University, presented a
paper entitled "Effective Use of
Alumni Organizations" to a meeting of
the American Association of University
Agriculture Administrators in Nash-
ville on Oct. 25.
Thompson was named chairman of
the department at Murray State in 1975.
He was a faculty member. at Illinois
State University from 1966 to 1975.
A Calloway County native, he is a 1963
graduate of Murray State. Thompson
earned the M. S. and Ph. D. degrees at
the University of Kentucky.
(Continued from Page 1)
This letter was signed by Dallas Sells
ind William E. Osos, director and
assistant director of Region Three for
the union, and Donald R. Rand, ad-
ministrative assistant to International
secretary-treasurer Emil Mazey.
The letter pointed out that the in--
ternational has spent almost $2 million
in support of the local strike since it
began over 15 months ago and also
said:
"We recognize that many people
have invested in homes and in the
community and we want to avoid any
further individual losses when medical
benefits and other benefits have to be
cutoff."
Rushing would not conunent this
morning when asked if that statement
meant the international union intends
to cut off support for the local strike.
"We're ready, as we've always been,
to go to the bargai g table,'."_ Rushing
said.
Even though Rushing admitted that
he was somewhat reluctant to comment
in depth on the matter, he did say:
don't think any less of the international
( for their action in the matter).
Attempts to reach international of-
ficials Sells and Osos in the region of-
fice in Indianapolis this morning for
comment were fruitless.
_Sunny_and-Warmer—
Mostly sunny an'd a little warmer
today and Friday. High today in the
upper 40s to low 50s. High Friday in the
upper 50s. Clear and cold tonight with
lows in the low 30s.
Two Sections Today






Classifieds  8,9, 10, 11
Let's Stay Well 14
Opinion Page  16
pected to be signed with Hill-Burton
representatives Friday morning.
Hill-Burton has guaranteed an in;
terest rate of 5.95 per cent on $1.85
million in Series B bonds Poston said.
Also Friday, the contract is to be
signed with the construction firm of'
Hartz-Kirkpatrick, general contractor
for the project. Official groundbreaking




The Association for Childhood
Education at Murray State University
is sponsoring its annual Children's
Book Fair on the campus on Wednesday
and Thursday, Nov. 3-4.
It is scheduled from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
each day in Room 6 of the Student
Center (formerly University School).
Top quality books for children, parents,
and teachers will be available for
purchase at the fair.
Additional information may be ob-




The second person, Mrs. Norma Jean
Bogard, age 48, is dead in the apparent
murder-suicide that occurred Wed-
nesday morning at the Bogard home at
North 17th Street and Miller Avenue.
Her husband, Rudell Bogard, age 51,
was pronounced dead at the scene.
Mrs. Bogard was taken to Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah, where she died at
about 12:30 p.m. Wednesday. She had
been in ill health for some time.
Local law enforcement officials said
Mrs. Bogard apparently shot her
husband, and then shot ,herself. Both
were shot once in the head, apparently
with a .22 calibre automatic pistol found
in Mr's. Bogard's lap by officers.
Double funeral services will be held
Saturday at two p.m. at the chapel of
the Max Churchill Funeral Home with
Rev. Joe Walker and Rev. A. M.
Thomas officiating and the Warren
Quartet providing the song service.
Interment, will be in the Fossett
Cemetery. Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Bogard was a veteran of the
Army and a member of the Russell's
Chapel United Methodist Church. Born
October 30, 1925, in Calloway County, he
was the son of -Hayden Board and
Bessie Miller Bogard, who survive.
Mrs. ' Bogard, a member of the
Russell's Chapel United Methodist
Church, was born April 1, 1926, in
Calloway County, and was the daughter
of Lora Hall Wilkinson, who survives,
and the late Ewing Wilkinson.
Mr. and Mrs. Bogard are both sur-
vived by one daughter, Mrs. Teri",
Phylis) McCuiston, South 12th Street,
Murray; two sons, Phillip of Almo and
Greg, 1634 Miller Avenue, Murray; four
grandchildren, Tony and Sherrie
Bogard and Kerni and Jean McCuiston.
Other survivors of Mr. o
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hayden Bogard,
Dexter Route One; four sisters, Mrs.
Glen ( Gerty ) Sheppard, Mrs. Bobby
Wayne June) Cunningham, and Mrs.
Odell ( Wilma ) Hicks, all of Murray
Route Three, and Mrs. Howard
Estelle) Johnson, Hardin Route One;
the brothers, Paul, 403 North Fifth
Street, Murray, Charles Tommy, ,-
Murray Route Three, and Ralph, 1111
South 16th Street, Murray.
Mrs. Bogard is also survived by her
mother, Mrs. Lora Wilkinson, Murray
Manor Apartments, Murray; two
sisters, Mrs. Dale ( Margie) Charlton,
Murray Route Three, and Mrs. Kean
Janke) Heck, Henderson; two
brothers, Harold Lane Wilkinson,
Hazel, and Hall Wilkinson, Grogan
Trailer Court, Murray.
KING AND QUEEN — Terri Erwin and Teddy Futrell were named 
King and Queen at
the'Calloway County High School fall festival held recently. Futrell is t
he son of Mr. and




Kentucky Lake. 7 a.m. 354.6,
up
Below dam 302.2. down 1.5.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 35,3.8,
down 0.3.
Below dam 316.4, up 3.u.
Sunset 6:05. Sunrise 7.16.
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ntittee Itotrk Lowry,
Murray Lions Club Hears Program, Vocal Students
The Murray Lions Club, in
the regular meeting on
Tuesday night at the Murray
Woman's Club House, was
entertained by a special
chorus of fourth grade
students from Carter and
Robertson schools.
The vocal chorus, ccitillined
with accompaniment on
xylophone instruments,
presented a series of
delightful musical numbers
under 'the direction of Mrs.
Joan Bowker.
Plans for the annual Lions
Club radio auction are being
finalized for three nights on
November 9, 10, 11, according
to Marvin. Harris and Dan
Young, ea-chairmen -for the
event.
Murray merchants have
been solicited for con-
tributions of merchandise or
services to be offered for sale.
The response has been
generous and many out-
standing and unusual values
will be offered, the co-
Indian Wars' Toll
In the Indian Wars from 1817
until 1898, about 1,000 U. S.
soldiers died, 264 of them —
according to the records — at
the Little Big Horn River in
Montana at General Custer's
"last stand" in 1876.
Smith, an English name, is
even more commorr in
Scotland—one person in 78.
More Americans bear the
name Smith than any other.
chairman said. Proceeds from
the auction sale will be utilized
in advancing the Lions'
primary endeavors of sight
conservation and the blood
bank.
drhe auction will be con-
ducted over Radio Station
Chili Supper Will
Be Held By Band
Boosters Club
The annual chili supper,
fund raising event of the
Murray City Schools Band
Boosters Club, will be held
Friday, October 29, prior to
the Murray High-Henry
County football game at the
Murray Middle School
cafeteria.
Serving will be continuous
from 5:00 p.m. to gametime at
a cost of one dollar per person,
according to Art Jewell, club
president, who invites the
public to attend.
November 9th. 10 a. m.
4 p. m. Lunch will be
served from 11 a. m. to
lp.m.
WNBS beginning at 6:30 p.m.
each night, according to Tom
Shirley, Club President.
David Fitts and George
"An Every Member I Get
Acquainted or Reacquainted)
No Excuse Sunday" will be
sponsored Sunday , October 31,
by the membership. of -the
Dexter-Hardin United
Methodist Church.
Rev. Stephen C. Shapard,
minister said "we are calling
MIS 'NO EXCUSE Sunday
because we believe there are
really no excuses ( except
seriously ill people) for not
coming to church."
The minister said "we hear
excuses such as headaches,
upset stomachs, too tired,
conflict with TV and many
other excuses. For this reason
Shoemaker were visitors at
the meeting as guests of
Bobby Malone and J. Homer
Sunday we will have aspirin
for your headaches, Pepto-
Bismol for your upset
storhachs, cots for those too
tired, and we will even try to
have a TV for those who are in
need of watching this."
A nursery will be provided
For small children, Rev.
Skapardsairl . „
Sunday School will be at ten
a.m., followed by morning
worship at eleven a.m. A
potluck dinner will be served
at noon following the worship
services.
Rev. Shapard urges every
member to be present on
Sunday and. invites visitors to
attend.
CORRECTION
Flour was imsdvertedly priced wrong
in yesterday's Big John Ad-
vertisement. The correct price is:
Martha White or Fi
Scott's Leader
RCA ColorTrak for 1977 is here.
Come in and see why it's the
'finest color TV RCA has ever
made. Once you see ColorTrak in
action, we're sure you'll want to
own it—so sure, in fact, we invite
you to accept our unique
challenge.
•Buy any 




October 30. 197 
atch it in your home 'Or ten da sngTherLtyl ft
y ' e not 
convinced that RCA 
ColorTrak 
eyerythYi
Just let us know We'ii 
replace the set with any 
comparably
priced model of any make you 
choose
• i







Deluxe ColorTrak performance in a space
-saving '
table model—yours era very special p
rice All the
automatic features at the RCA ColorTrak System 
are
here—keatures that do the adjusting, white you do
the enjoying See it and discover why we 
challenge





Introduced espec$ally for thts event Big
-screen ColorTrak
console with swivel base. Getting the
 color tight is what RCA
ColorTrak is all about Its a remarkable 
development that
actually adjusts colqr and keeps it on 
track Before you see the
picture the ColorTrak System grabs it 
aligns it defines it









































DEFENSE IN ACTION—I5onnie Winchester (64) of the Tigers put, the,stop on a Hopkinsville runnerlast week in the 28-7 Murray High win. Other Tigers watching the action include Barry Wells (80), An-dy Ryan (66), Tony Rayless (24), Jeff Oakley (15) and Lindsey Hudcpeth (22). The Tigers host backyardrival Henry County in a 7:30 p.m. game Friday night.
Friday Night, October 29th, 7:30 p.m.
Holland Stadium
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All The Way Tigers
103 Maple Street
753-3969
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Let's Stay Well
Low-Tar cigarettes Are a Health Hazard
By FJL Blasingarne. M D
The tar and nicotine content of
the average Arnencan cigarette
,has dropped significantly in tbe
last 10 years. While low-tar, low
nicotine smokes are less deald
OILS. they continue tosbe
hazard
Besides the nixie effects from
tar and nieotine, certain gases
associated with smoking
cig,arettes are poisonous.
The report of the US. Depart-
ment of Agriculture indicates
that ciagrette consumption in
the tkuted States has continued-
-to rise to slightly over six billion
cigarettes in 1975. The Tobacco
institute in Washington. D.C., has
indicated that low-tar, low-
nicotine varieties have in-
creased from 3.8 per cent in 1971
to 109 percnet in 1975 of total
cigarettes smoked.
The American Cancer Society
-heard-reports-at its recent meet-
ing of these results do not mean
a clean bill for low-tar, low-
nicotine cigarettes. These pro-
duce death rates which are "far
higher" than for persons who
never smoked regularly.
The gas content of cigarette
smoke is known to consist ef
three important, toxic ones (car-
bon monoxide, hydrogen
▪ cyanide. and nitrogen oxides),
• together with volatile nicotine.
The carbon monoxide is due to
the incomplete burning to car-
bon dioxide.
The fitter helps to cut down on
the available oxygen and to en-
courage the increase in carbon
monoxide. It readily combines
with the hemoglobin of the blood
and impairs Its ability to carry
'oxygen to the body tissuts, in-
eksling the train and heart mus-
cle. Hydrogen cyanide is in very
small amounts but it is highly
poisonous, and the nitroxides are
irritating. Nicotine is the
Alkaloid ingredient which is ad-
dictive and creates the depen-
dence of the smoker.
Q Mrs. V.H. wants to know if
watching TV violence makes for
more-tense, aggressive behavior
than doers calm, kindly show.
A: Your question is important,
and it has been asked by many.
Opinions differ as to the answer.
The Neuropsychiatric institute
of the University of California at
bos Angeles studied 260 couples
to determine the influence of TV
viewing on the attitudes of men
toward their wives and children.
The shows appeared to reinforce
the way the men felt.
The study concluded, V the
husband is grouchy or
belligerent, watching violent
cops and robbers g.tows .
-television may help maintain his
belligerence. On the other hand,
TV shows with warm, social in-
teractions may help reduce his
aggressive moods."
Q. Mr. B.M. asks., "What is a
physician's amistantr
A: A physician's assistant (PA)
isa relatively new kind of health
professional. The PA receives.
special training at a medical
school. This education is
designed to prepare for handling
patients under the supervision of
a physician and extend his effec-
tiveness.
Many of the PA duties were
formerly reserved for the physi-
cian, such as taking the patient's
history and making an examina-
tion. The. PA's -findihgs..are
reviewed' by a physictan. l'As
may also serve -in taciliatating
followup visits. Special examina-
tions are required for licensing
PM in certain states
Two Agencies Sponsor
Solar Energy Projects
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's two energy
agencies are sponsoring two
solar energy projects in
Lexington this week, but that
doesn't mean the state' has
taken a financial plunge into'
solar energy research.
The state Energy Depart-
ment and Energy Research
-Center are co-sponsoring a
two-day seminar on the uses of
solar energy, which began
today at the University of
Kentucky's Carnahan House.
And energy officials invited a
touring solar energy
laboratory to visit Lexington
to demonstrate how solar
power can be harnessed.
The lab is on display at a
Lexington mall through the
weekend.
But Energy Commissioner
Damon Harrison said Wed-
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very interested in the
research being done on solar
energy, the state will leave
that research to other states
and concentrate on its own
most abundant energy
resource =coal.
However, Harrison said that
although the potential for
widespread solar energy 'use
is "undeniably less" in
Kentucky than' in sunny
Arizona, it will be in popular
use here within the next 15 to
29 years_
First it has to become
economically competitive, he
said.
"A lot of people think it's
painless — after all, the
energy is up there," he said.
"But first you have to get the
collectors to store the
energy."
Harrison also said solar
power would probably always
need to be used in conjunction
with sortie auxiliary energy
source. He said itS main use in
this climate will be to heat
homes and small buildings
and to heat water.
Heating water is one of the
most expensive factors in the
average residential utility bill.
Cancer Patients Aided
Emeriments are underway 
in Boston's Massachusetts
Gefieral Hospital for the
transplanting of bones from
accident victims into bone
cancer patients who would
otherwise suffer arm or leg
amputations. Several suc-
cessful cases have already
been recorded.
It could be worth
3 times what you paid for it...
if you want to keep it a few more years. If your car
is at that "awkward" age—somewhere between
being a genuine antique and just plain worn out,
you need a new view on life'. . . through the wind-
shield of a new car. It's so easy with our auto-
purchhse plan. Repayment terms to fit any budget
and low finance rates are available through our
" bank right at your dealer's desk. See us for a new







INFLATION BUSTIN' PRICES FROM THE NATIONWIDE SUPERMARKET OF SOUND!
$12095
OFF!
POWERHOUSE SAVINGS ON THIS
REALISTIC AM-FM STEREO RECEIVER
Our STA-225 is THE receiver bargain you ve
been waiting for' Outstanding features
Auto-Magic" FM tuning. Glide-Path"
volume, balance controls, Perfect Loudness,
inputs and outputs for two stereo tape
decks and much more' Therv's-errfrone
place you can find it Radio Shack
Reg 399 95
31-2058
SAVE $2249° COMPLETE REALISTICSTEREO SYSTEM
Regular Separate
Items Pe , 778.90 $544
• Realistic LA 8.50Belt-Drive Changer With
Realistic-By-Shure Elliptical Cartridge!
. Realistic STA-225 AM-FM Stereo Receiver!
• Two Nova-813 Walnut Veneer Floor Speaker Systems
With 12" Woofer and 3 Midrangel Treble Speakers'
SAVE $707
RADIO SHACK POCKET SIZE
CALCULATOR WITH MEMORY
Reg
24 95 88 -
65-616
Perfect for household budgets and college
homework' Easy to read Digitron Display.
auto-constant. square root, percent, sign change





MAJOR LABELS! 4 FOR 2?A?H$10
. Rock, Folk, Country, Pop, Jazz, Classical






45 MIN, 90 MIN
CARTRIDGE CARTRIDGE
Reg 172 





1200 FEET 1800 FEET 2400 FEET






6O MIN. , 45 MIN
Reg ?4115 2 09 Reg el i?-132.49 17
90 MIN. 120 MIN.
Rag.
-199 Reg. 2392.99 44-616 3.59 44-628
SAVE s20
8-TRACK SYSTEM 1 PHONO SYSTEM
AM-FM STEREO AM-FM STEREO SAVE s20




— — 4 Speaker Capability'
. Headphone Jack and Phono Input,
13-1130


























IT 95 14-945 '---- • He-'-'ad -&- iphone Jack'








WEATHERADIO' Reg 39 95
4R2e95 3 7























MOBILE CB 2-WAY RADIO
Our TRC-52 features PA capability,
all crystals, switcha.ble ANL,
illuminated.S./RF meter and
channel selector, RF gain control.
transmit light, dynamic mike,
mount and power cables Only
2x5-7/8x71/2" small! There's only
_one_ glace you can_firict it --
Radio Shack!
SAVE $30
. 20 Channels, All Crystals! Delta-Fine Tune!
. Illuminated SIRF Meter and Channel Selector'
















• AC and DC Power Cables, Dynamic Mike and
Mount!
• 23 Channels, All Crystals' Up-Front Speaker'
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A TANDY CORPORATION COMPAIIY
9.
PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES )








Lighter in taste. Lower in tar.
And still offers up the same quality
that has made Marlboro famous.
W2rnt: The Surgeon General Has Determined
T•hat Cigarette Smoking Is-Dangerous to Your Health.
LIGHTS
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i • • 1 .•PI" • P 4 r • 6 '.•.. . . r
Oir
13 mg: 'tar: 0.8 mg. nicotine ay. per cigarette, FTC Report Apr .76
Well, I have just picked up two more
pups that were abandoned by their
master. These pups were luckier than
most I have picked up - they were
dropped at the Murray Country Club.
When I arrived, the pups had been
carefully placed in  ar.ardboard.box-and-
wraped in towels to keep them warm.
The people at the Club had fed them
milk and sandwiches until they were no
longer hungry,. The pups were
•
Walter L. Apperson, publisher
The Murray Ledger & Times
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Letters To The Editor
Center Appreciates Help
Dear Editor:
On behalf of thc Murray Adult
Learning Center, I want to express my
appreciatiow for the various articles
and publicity you have included in the
Murray Ledger and Times since Oin:
• pening in September, 1974:
The Murray Ledger and Times has
been most generous in publicizing the •
Learning Center opening and Sub-
cit
hob" been instrumental -in our ac-
celerated growth and development.
The Learning Center is similar to
other State and Federal funded
programs' in that publicity funds are
very limited. However, we have a free
service that the public is entitled to
know about and only through sup-
portive media efforts, such as the
Murray Ledger-and Times, can we be
successful in informing the public.
Thank , you again for your support,
and concern for the public interest.
Garrott's Galley
No Votee On Tuesday,
Charles K. Guthrie, Director
Murray Adult Learning Center
F. O. P. Supports Howerton
Dear Editor: • .
As members of a service organization
vitally interested in the efficient and
effective administration of justice, we
feel a duty to inform the public when an
eminently qualified public servant
seeks a position on the Court of
Appeals.
We have known Bill Howerton since.
1961, when he was a very competent
City Prosecutor who gave city residents
*protection of their lives_and .property"
-through vigorous prosecution of law
violators. In 1967, he assumed the
position of City Attorney, and ha
proficiency as a lawyer helped to guide
the city through some very complicated
times. Bill Howerton is now City
Manager for the. City of Paducah. His
outstanding professionalism has helped
to foster confidence of the citizenry in
its local government, as well as.good
public employee morale:
We members of the Fraternal Order
of Police 'believe that Bill Howerton is.
the type of person we all need as a'
Judge on the Court of Appeals and has
earned the vote of each citizen in the
district. We ask that every law abiding
.citizen„ if the,y_ do not know him _per:
sonally, ask about his qualifications
and exercise their vote accordingly.
Very truly yours,
Don Tucker
President, F. 0. P. No. 15
Supports Neither Candidate
Dear Editor
After hearing the Ford-Carter
debate, they convinced many that
neither are capable of being•president
of our great nation.
Former President Nixon should have
been punished for his Watergate in-
Thanks!
Peer Editor.:
The -Music Department of the Murray
Woman's Club is indeed grateful to
your newspaper for carrying, pictures
and copy promoting our annual style
'show.
It was a beautiful success and we are
indebted to you for your kindness and
coverage.
Sincerely,
- Edith Noff singer
Chairman
volvement as any other criminal.
It was a deplorable action for
President Ford to pardon him, but he
took the opportunity to become
President at once.
Ford's statement that the European
'Countries were free of Communist
domination was very stupid. As if he
thought the American people would
believe him.
President Ford took the . flu shot,
encouraging everyone to follow suit,
but it appears that be should be en-
couraging our National Medical
Association in developing an ( Apathy )
vaccine, as this disease is so rapidly
spreading over our nation.
Regarding 'morals, I do not think
Bet( 7 Ford and Jimmy Carter are





Written By The Humane Society Of Calloway Corny
The Lucky and -Stories like this are not 'pretty and
The Unlucky few people want to hear them. But
being a member of the Humane Society
and-doing the work that I do, I come in
contact with this kind of abandonment_
and cruelty almost every day. You
people out there want us to do some-
thing about all the stray dogs and cats
that wander, in your yards
'flower i; ana turn your garbage cans
6 I
over. We're trying but you have to help.
Please, don't drop yotir pets. Of course
theasic remedy is to have your female
pets spayed - now. If you cannot find
frightened at all the people.and strange
noises, but they had plenty to eat and a
warm place to stay, thanks to a group of
kind people at the Club. Yes, this rescue
adventbre will have a happy ending
since the pups are now in the expert
hands of a Humane Society foster home
• volunteer where they will stay until
good homes are found for them.
Now I want to telt you about a puppy
that was notso lucky. he was dropped
_ on a lonely country road where few
people lived. There is no telling how
long she wandered in the woods until
she happened along a solitary far- ,
mhbuse. The family that lived there
as sickened at the sight of the little
skeleton that was stumbruig on three
'A legs up the driveway. One eye was
matted shut with infection and the other
was swollen so badly the animal could
hardly see. Her coat was dull, coarse,
and full of fleas and ticks. You could
just about count every bone in her body,
and her skin clung to her tiny frame
giving her a mummified appearance.
But the worst thing of all, she had ap-
parently either been hit by a car or
injured in a fence because one hind leg
dangled Oselessly. It had been broken,
• and the. bone protruded through the
- flesh. Flies buzzed all over the wound.
- The family knew me and called me
immediately. I drove over as fast as I
could but when I Saw her I knew there
was only one thing that I could do. It
was only right that an end be put to her
long suffering by having her put to
sleep. I called a lift and after ex-
plaining the situation, he agreed with
me. Even though It was very late that
night, he performed .one last, kind act
before going to bed - he gently ended the
pup's torment through the injection of a
tiny bit of liquid.
No Gripee, On Wednesday
By M. C. Garrott
In recent weeks, much has been done
to get people registered to vote. The
voting laws have been relaxed. More
people than ever in our history are now
permitted to take part in the
democratic voting process. A telephone
call will bring immediate tran-
-siTollIttlon to-and-rfrern--the--pel1a--0a--
election day.
Yet, less than half Of our nation's
registered voters are expected to vote
in next Tuesday's presidential election.
This disturbs me. I have never un-
derstood how anyone physically able to
do so would not go to the polls and cast a
ballot on election day.
The privilege to vote is 8Nrb7 the
greatest freedoms we have. It is one of
our most cherished rights by virture of
the privilege _cif living in the United
States. Even more, It's anbbligation to
our forefathers and to the thousands of
Americans who fought and died to
preserve it. -
++++++
One of the greatest. criticisms we
have of the Conuinunist countries is that
their /I•ople seldom have the right to
vote. When they do, they have no
choices to make. Yet, here we are, a
people free to express ourselves
publicly, to vote our convictions and to
select our own leaders, and millions of
us are so cantankerous and lazy we
won't even go to the trouble. ttrvOtt. It
makes our criticism of the Communists
pretty shallow, doesn't it.
++++++
- When we fail to vote, we, in effect,
relinquish the privilege we have to
participate in that cherished age-
old American past-time - griping
about the government and our elected
officials.
There are some Who offer 'the'
rationale that the happenings of late in
Washington have discouraged them to
the point thalthey feel it is a waste of
their time to vote. Frankly..I feel that
that excuse ( and an "excuse" is the
skin of a reason stuffed with a lie) is one
of the weakest . exercises in logic of
which I have ever heard.
The only way to change anything in
the governmental structure is through
the ballot box. When we stay home, we
endorse things the way they are. If we
approve, we- vote our endorsement. If
we crisappreve, we vote our opposition.
++++++
Also, it's not uncommon to hear
someone try to explain their reluctancy
to vote by saying, "014 my vote won't__
make any difference anyway."
Poppycock! Every vote counts!
Fifteen of our presidents have been
elected with less,than 50, per cent_of the
- votes Tait. -11101Ttst 'Was JohO Quincy
Adams in 1824 with only 30.5 per cent of
the vote. The last was Richard Nixon in
1968 with 43.4 per cent.
10 Years Ago
homes for offspring already on hand,
take them to a local vet and have them
put to sleep humanely. Or, call your dog
warden to have them taken to the local
dog pound, where they will be kept
seven days and then put to sleep if
owners are not found. If all else fails,
call us. Although our facilities are
minimal and almost always over-
flowing, we will do what we can to help'
you find homes or a suitable solution.
Call either 7534535 or 753-3994. But why
not do the "humane" thing yourself?
•
PET OF THE MONTH - Sparky and
Snoopy are just two of the healthy,
friendly pups you can find at the local
pound almost any day of the week. Such
animals are normally kept at the pound
for seven days, and then put to sleep if
no one wants to adopt them. If you
would like to adopt a dog or puppy from
the pound, call the county warden, Billy
Hamilton, or the city warden, Bill
CuLlop. •
.444
Dr. Burt E. Cooty, Family Specialist
Area'
Three of our presidents were 'elected
with fewer votes than their opponents.
John Quincy Adams was elected with
30.5 per cent as compared with Andrew
Jackson's 43.1 per cent.
In 1876, Rutherford B. Hayes
received 48 per cent of the vote and was
elected, while his opponent, Samuel J.
-Tildon,-eacwitged 41--per- rent. In -1888,
Benjamin Harrison was elected with
47.8 per cent as compared with Grover
Cleveland's 48.6 per cent.
+++4-1-4-
Five of our presidential elections
have been decided by less than 1 per
cent of the total votes cast:
James A. Garfield in 1880 „with 48.3
per cent as compared with 48.2 per cent
for Winfield Scott Hancock.
Grover Cleveland in 1884 with 48.5 per
cent as compared with 48.2 per cent for
James G. Blaine.
Benjamin Harrison in 1880 with 47.8
per cent as compared with Grover
Cleveland's 48,6 per cent.
. John F. Kennedy in 1960 with 49.9 per
_Vent Of the voles-cast- as-cornriared With -
Richard Nixon's 49.6 per cent, and in
1968, Nixon was elected with 43.4 per
cent as compared with Hubert Hum-






Hutchinson, Kan. - Speckles may be
nearly deaf, but he is still the No. 1 in
obedience.
Speckles,. one-year-old Dalmatian
and her trainer, 15-year-old Catherine
Sayler Lyons, won first place over 55
competitors in a 441 obedience com-
petition at a state fair recently.
, Speckles, who has a total hearing loss
in one ear and only partial hearing in
_ _the_ ether, responds to hand signals.
(Hutchinson News)
A sad story from Auckland, New
Zealand. A man who spent the better
part of 20 years making a great fuss
over his rich aunt's cats, which he
actually detested. When she,. finally
she gave the money to charity and
his complete legacy was - the cats.
Bible Thought
For Today
--The following day Jesus
would go forprUto Galilee, and
findeth Phillip, and saith unto
him,y-tillow me. John 1:43.
Jesus Christ speaks a word of
The polls open 'in Murray and ,,challenge and opportunity to
Calloway County next Tuesday mofr" you.
nineat 6 o'clock. They will be openuntil
6 o'clock that night. If youati operly




You have a wide c.hdfce of candidates,
philosophies and "I'm-gonna-do's"
from which „to' select. We are lucky to
live in thjeCountry. We've One nothing
to deserve it. It's the greatest country
in 'file world, so let's act like we ap-
preciate it.
Go to the polls next Tuesday and vote
for the candidates of your choice. It's
your right; it's your obligation.
It's also the American way.
Family Life Workshop November 1-4 at
thejaFirst Methodist Church, Murray.
Deaths reported include Lilburn
Alton, age 70, and Robert DeLane Buie,
age 22.
Cal Luther, basketball coach at
Murray State University, spoke at the
meeting of the Murray Lions Club.
College High, Calloway High, Murray
High, and Trigg County High Schools
have each been presented a 1967 Dodge
Coronet from Taylor Motors for their
Driver Education Department.
Mrs. Kathryn Kyle of Murray an-
nounces the .engagement and ap-
proaching marriage of her youngest
daughter, Kathy, to Larry G. Wade, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Willis E. Wade of Route.
Four, Paris, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Naylor Clayton
will observe their 58th wedding an-
niversary on November 1.
20 Years Ago
U. Gov. Harry Lee Waterfield and
Senator Earl C. Clements spoke to
about 2,000 persons at a Democratic
rally held yesterday at the Calloway
County Court House lawn
Mrs. George Hallanan. Mrs. Wayne
Williams, and Mrs. Arle-Sprunger of
the Murray Girl Scout Association are
attending. the conference of Girl' ScOuL
leaders from-Kentucky:West Viriginia,
andOhio at Dayton, Ohio.
Births reported include A boy,
'Kenneth Wayne, to Mr. and Mrs: Frank
Albert Overbey on October 17.
Mrs. Mildred Bell, Mrs. Jean Weeks,
and Mrs. Modene Grogan attended the
Grand Chapter Session of the Kentucky
Order of the Eastern Star held October
22-24 at Louisville.
Dr. Hugh M. McElrath spoke on the
-Growth of Murray- at the meeting of
the Magazine Club held at the home of
Mrs:O. C. Wells.
•
Isn't It The Truth
Politicians tirn orilittrry faces during
the campaign, but they invariably end
up with only two faces when the votes
are tallied - the face of victory or the




113. Sea. draw Das Nvirallestoir (D)
3.311 Moos Redding
ilealksplori, D. C. 20310
4121 lairksoo4.411ap
Washlagtoo, Cl. C. 20510
U.S. Rap Carroll Nabliord, it. (D)
123 Canon Nevis Office SoRrilig
Wrishingtoa, D. C. 2051$
AtU S Senators and R esentatives
may be reached by telephone by dialing
202 224-3121 where a U.S Capitol
operator will cohnect you with the of
facial of youytgoice
State level
stint Sea. Richard Weirenberaer 10)
• State Capitol loading
Frankfort. ky 10601
or
Roots 7, Atayflid, 114 42066
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P.O. Sox 115, Wings 1t 12048
The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray Ledger iS Tomes as
published every afternoon except Sun
days July 1 Christmas Day New Years
Day and Thanksgiving by Murray
Newspopers—'Mc. 103 N 4th St Murray
Ky 42071 - •
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray
Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES _In areas served
by carriers $225 per month payable
advance By mail in Calloway County
and tokilenton. Hardin Mayfield Sedalia
and Farmington Ky and Paris
Buchanan and Purreor, Tenn, $15 00
parr year, By mail to other destinations.
$30 00 per year
Member of Associated Press. Ken-










-stands Scrubbing & Abra5°
Sale Ends Nov.1
Free decorating service.
Use Bank Americard, Master Charge,
Sherwin-Williams charge.your
extended credit terms.
1700 stores, including one near you.
Save $3
Give your family our best
This is an exceptional value.
Classic 99 is the best latex
walt.we've ever made. 
--Covers -better. It's scrubbable.
So tough and long-lasting,
you can use it on wood trim.
Satisfaction Guaranteed
This coating is the result of extensive re-
search and testing by The Sherwin-Williams
Company. V6f guarantee your satisfaction in
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Black Cat—Symbol Of Halloween
Once again, with arching
back and luminous eyes, the
black cat becomes a symbol of
Halloween — companion to
witches and the embodiment
of the occult and mysterious.
Since the dawn of civiliza-
tion, cats have occupied a
unique plamais the human
imagination. superstition.
The ancient Egyptians wor-
shipped and made them guard-
ians of their holy temples.
When the sacred cats died,
their bodies were mummified
and grandly entombed along
with mummified mice to pro-
vide for their nourishment in
the hereafter.
In medieval Europe the
public "image" of cats varied
rather wildy. At one time
cats, particularly black cats,
were feared as harbingers of
evil spirits. Later, cats helped
get rid of rodents which
L .. ware --carriers —of- be—Black—
Plague. As a result, cats were
welcomed into kitchens and
barns and giverii well-earned
place of honor on the family
hearth.
Superstitions die hard,
however, and many an- other-
wise sensible individual will
do anything to avoid hav-
ing a black cat cross his path,
just as there are those who
will not walk under a ladder
or open an umbrella indoors.
Probably no..one has polled
cat owners ai"to whether
mother cats with new litters
have more trouble finding
homes for their jet black
1
1
progeny then for their white
or beige or tiger-striped chil-
dren, but there are a good
many cases when an all-
black cat was the last of the
litter to find a really good
home.
Perhaps it is time that a
campaign be launched to
remind animal lovers that
love is color blind and that
black cats be placed in their
proper niche as animals of
unusual trinity and good
companions to people. A
booklet devoted to the inter-
ests' of cat lovers and their
pets of all colors, called the
CARE AND FEEDING OF
YOUR CAT, is available free
of charge. Write- Friskies
Pamphlets, P.O. Box 220,
Department H, Pico Rivera,
California 90665
Bugsy Malone' One Of Few
Innovative Films Produced
• LOS ANGELES ( AP) — "A
movie musical with 13-year-
olds playing gangsters? You
must be out of your mind!"
the reaction of the
ers when Lon-
Parker proposed
"Bugsy Malone." Not only
was the ltaieN for his film
ciliAy: he also planned to
e 1929 New York on




"Bugsy Malone" got 'made,
and it is one of the rare in-
novative films of recent times.
Paramount is releasing it in
this country in the next
several weeks.
Parker, an intense, ar-
ticulate man of 32, was here
for the American kickoff of
"Bugsy," which he said was
drawing applause at its finish
in English theaters —
"something that rareli
happens except for politiral
films." He seems truly
surprised that his four-year
struggle has ended happily.
"I was mad to think of the
idea, and even madder to
think that I could sell it," he
said.
It all began because he
discovered his four children
were not as fired up about
movies as he was when young
— "after seeing 'Mary Pop-
pins' four times they got
bored." They were also bored
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Suinaieers wTio have net
received their home-
deliventd cep, of The
Murray ledger & Times by
5:30 p.m. Meedey-Friday or
by 3:30 p.m. se bervedsys
me urged to cell 753-1916
helve** 5:30 p.m. and 4
p.m., fileseday-Friday, er
3:30 p.m. mid 4 p.m. Satur-
days, to insure delivery of
Rio newspaper. Calls must
be plead by 6 p.m. week-
drys or 4 p.m. Saturdays to
geareatee delivery,
on the three-hour drive to the
• family's country place in
Darbyshire. So the father"
drew on his study a James
Cagney movies to concoct
tales of gangsters named Fat
Sam, Bugsy Malone, Dandy
Dan, Knuckles, etc.
A topflight maker .of
documentaries ° and TV
commercials, Parker himself
financed the first year of
preparing "Bugsy." "New
directors avoid like the plague
an entertainment film as their
first feature," he said. "But I
thought it could succeed, if
done with enough care and
style."
His presentation impressed
the Rank Organization, which
, was looking for family movies
to finance. Also the National
Film Financing Con-
sortorium, a government
agency. Each agreed to
supply half the budget,
slightly under $1 million. The
deal was clinched when
Paramount guaranteed an
American release. "I con-
vinced them the amount of
investment was a joke; they
could gamble on a ' total
disaster." In fact, said
Parker, Paramount didn't
have to advance any money at
all.
The real turning point came
in March 1975 when Parker
flew to Las Vegas to sell Paul
Williams on doing the songs.
The singer-composer started
humming the medolies as they
conferrred in a delicatessen.
Anather--major
faced Parker: casting.
"I saw thousands and
thousands of kids, both in this
country and on the Air Force
Bases in England," said the
writer-director.
"I think I must have seen
every single American in the
sixth and seventh grades at
the bas. I visited the
professional schools in New
York, and the regular schools






Ward A - Toes Nov. 2
To the citizens of Murray that likes Honesty. In-
tegrity, and Christian Leadership in the City Govern-
ment. I would appreciate your vote on Nov'. 1. If
elected I will not be monopolized by one man or
group, but will consider the best interest of the city
as a whole
Paid Political Ad Paid for by Billy J Balentine
a
"I kept telling people: 'This
is not a kiddy thing, it's for
.adu ts as well.' That's why I
needed the right actor; I
wanted them to read the lines
in an adult manner."
His single name performer
is Jodie Foster, who had not
yet niVe her splash as the
teenage hooker in "Taxi
Driver."
Lear Comes Up With
Another Family Series
LOS— ANGELES (AP) -=
After the success of "Mary
Hartman, Mary Hartman" in
syndication, it seemed only
logical for producer Norman
Lear to come up with another
five-day-a-week show. And he
has. .
It's "All That Glitters," a
five-family series that airs
next April. It concerns what
would happen — or is hap-
pening — when sex roles are
/ reversed and women, not
men, dominate in life, love
and business: —
Lear is executive producer
of the new 30-minute show,
which his company says he
cocreated with a lady writer,
Ann Marcus, who was one of
the cocreators of "Mary
Hartman," now in its second
season.
"Hopefully, the stories will
be as compelling as the scenes
in 'Mary Hartman' have
been," Lear said. "But the big
difference is that it takes the
male-female role and turns it
around 180 degrees.
"It's 1976, not 1986, but
you'll find, say, a corporate
board room with eight-WriMen
and one token male. Or that,
one of the young men in the
show wants desperately to get
married, but it's the young
woman who doesn't wish the
commitment."
He conceded in an interview
that "Glitters" basically is
what some might call the old
switcheroo, but says "there's
so much detail there's no oue-
joke thing about it."
Sure, he said, part of it
dramatizes what life would be
like with traditional sex roles
reversed, but "the other part
is Whars'Eippening with the
roles as they exist today.
"In other words, by
reversing it you're not only
able to see what would hap-
pen, you:rs getting a better
look at what is happening."
He said he took the show to
NBC AS a nighttime prospect,
but found the couldn't air it
as a five-night-a-week series.
So he looked elsewhere for
sales.
All three networks turned
down2.!Mary_ilarti " as a
daytime show, but Lear says
he didn't even try that route
with "Glitters " He says he
went directly to what he calls
"the fourth market" — the
local station market for new
series or reruns of old network
series.
He says stations in eight of
the top 10 TV markets, plus 39
others, have bought it —
without seeing a pilot — and
he expects at least 80 in all ilL
be carrying it when it starts in
April.
An interesting facet of the
deal is that -the new syn-
dication
production company is selling
the show. In the • past, an
outside syndicator was hired
to take his wares to the
stations.
And he sa)s the new way
will be the drill from now on,
not only for such shows he
plans for syndication but also
bin—network shows after
they've finished their prime-
time runs on ABC, CBS or
NBC.
Sir Ernest So union is credited
with havini., de) eloped the mili-
tary tank
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Carroll Apparently Stephen Kemp
In Exercise
OKs Recommendatio
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP —
Gov. Julian Carroll ap-
- i-siirently" a-pproveS—dt Mine
safety recommendations
made by a commission he
appi inted. following the Scotia
!nine disaster, the panel
chairman has said.
Carroll hasn't made any
nubile- statements about the




But State Sen. Kenneth
Gibson, D-Madisonville, who
..•hatred the commission, said
Wednesday that Carroll's
comments to him . have all
been Supportive. He didn't ask
for any changes."
Gibson is also chairman of
the Inter_tin Joint Committee
on Agriculture and Natural
Resources which met Wed-
' nesday to begin considering
the recommendations.
The $4 million program
proposed by the commission
would include required safety
training and state cer-
tification for all underground
miners, and establishment of
a force of 100 state mine safety
analysts whose task would be
- to C'OtreCt dangerous Mining
...practices.
Mine inspectors currently
check for dangerous con-
ditions such as unsafe mine
roofs or the presence of gas.
Safety analysts would con-
centrate on the work habits of
the miners.
Gibson said the governor
has indicated satisfaction with
the commission's work. "I
would say he thinks we've




draft final proposals for the
upcoming special session of
the General Assembly.
Wednesday's meeting was
taken up with reports on how
the commission arrived at its
recommendations.
Gibson said discussion of
whether the proposed
.modification
will come at thenext meeting,
Tuesday, Nov. 16.
"I hope the members of this
committee and the legislature
can accept at least the bulk of
what we recommended," he
said.
The commission was ap-
pointed..after sweeping safety
proposals—including full-tirrie
inWctors in every deep
mine— were put forth in the
closing days of the General
Assembly last spring.
The legislation was
proposed_ by Rep. Glenn
Freeman, b-CUmberland,
shortly after 26 men died in
methane explosions last
Aarcfr in a Scotia Coal - Co.
mine at Oven Fork, near his
home..
Carroll said the question
was too big to handle in the
last few days of the session
and named the com-
mission—which included
Freeman—to develop
proposals for the special
session.
n Navy Airman Apprentice
Stephen D. Kemp, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles D. Kemp of
1609 Wiswell Road, Murray,
participated in exercise
"Bonded Item" in the North
Sea.
He is serving aboard the
aircraft carrier USS John F.
Kennedy, homeported at
Norfolk, Va.
He was one of 10,000
Navymen and 11,000 ground
troops, from the U.S., Den-
mark and the Federal
Republic of Germany, who
recently took part in the
coordinated amphibious, land
and air exercise.
The primary objective of the
exercise was to evaluate and
enhance the Allied
capabilities for amphibious





among NATO informs, plus
command and control
procedures for coordinated
action by NATO sea, land and
air forces.
"Bonded Item" was con-
ducted jointly by the com-
manders of the Atlantic
Striking Fleet and Allied
Baltic Approaches Forces. It.
is one of a series Of operations,
conducted each fall from
Norway to Turkey, designed
to provide unified and coor-
dinated training of national
and NATO forces within the
Allied Europe Command.
A former student of
Calloway County High School,
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SAFETY TIPS FOR SPOOKS,
GOBLINS, WITCHES & SUCH
1. Ask mum to-make sure your Haitovveen costume is
firt-resistant. (If y our outfit caught on fire, you'd
have to roll up in a blanket or coat or something
quick to keep from getting burned.)
2. Have Mom put reflective tape on the back and front
01 youi' costume. (It will shine in the dark, be twice
as SC4rey. and it kt:Cp on safe.)
3. Wear a brigh t-colored OStUlTle.
4. Disguise your face with make-up. (It's fun. And you
can see better than is iii a mask on.)
5. Don't carry candles or lighted pumpkins. (Fire is very
dangerous.)
6. Have Mom or Dad or a big brother or sister go along
with you when you trick-or-treat.
7. Don't run. (Who wants a skinned-up knee or bumped
nose on Halloween?)
8. Don't eat your treats until Mom or Dad takes a good
look at them. (Sometimes mean people put glass or
_p)isqn or other,bad.stuff irk_tr_cais.) -.-.-
*from the folks in your
local county Extension offset
Many Want To Work
On Alaska's Pipeline
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) —
In winter on the Alaskan oil
pipeline_ -project, _ the tem-
peratures 'are sub-zero; "it's
lonely as hell"; .work shifts
are 10-hours, seven days a
week — but "everybody wants
to go." .
At least a lot of Louisville-
area pipefitters and welders
want to go, that is.
Joseph Warren, business
manager for Pipefitters Local_
522, says "these guys will dog
me to death" for a job on the "
pipeline.
, Fifteen Louisville-area
workers are-now in Alaska
and four others are scheduled
to leave — never mind the $600
roundtrip airfare. . from
Louisville to Fairbanks.
It's the money they're after:
$1.480 a week for a pipefitter
and $1,560 a week for Welders.
Warren-says there are more
applications than there are
jobs at present. About 30
workers have applications in
the hopper and Warren says
the figure would probably be
about 100 if local workers
thought they had a chance of
goirig -.
Although., the project began
in April 1974 al pipefittees
have been getting Ssbot at the
jobs only since last spring.
Warren said.
Other Kentucky unions —
among them electricians —
have placed v,.orktrs . on
pipeline jobs.
However, Warren said
employment on the project
has peaked and openings now
come only when someone
quits their job
Clarence Bohner, a Local
522 member o)17, worked in -
Alaska from Nlay 4 until Sept.
20, said that luring one of his
stints he worked near 70 days
without a break
Most of the days were 10
hours long but sometimes
Were as long as .13 hours.
Helmer said If you start
working evf.r, day you get
used to it and It. not too bad.
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Insurance—Bonds—Real Estate-108 E. 12th St., Benton
Now Has A Local Number
For The Residents of Murray, Calloway Cbunty and Aurora
The Number To Call
753-6434
"But it's different than here
because here you always look
forward to -griday.--B44.--kip-
there Sunday is just like any
other day, except that you
have prime rib," said Helmer.
Microsurgery Utilized To
Replace Severed Fingers
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Until a week ago, the word
microsurgery held no
meaning for 53-year-old Mary
Dueer of Dayton, Ohio.
She heard the word for the
first time Oct. 20 — after she
lost eight fingers in an in-
dustrial accident.
"I had no idea this could be
done," Miss Dueer said
Wednesday, a week after
surgeons worked 14 hours to
replace the severed fingers.
"IL's amazing. It's wonderful.
"It would be awful if I
couldn't use my hands," Miss
Dueer said, lying in a bed at
Jewish Hospital, her hands
wrapped in bandages. "It's
just a miracle. I've got them
back.
"I was working on a
machine, cutting books, and
somehow I got my hands too
close and down the cutter went
and somedne said, 'Mary's




'FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Department of
Transportation has awarded
45 highway contracts totaling




that the awards were made on
the basis of bids submitted by
contractors on Oct. 14.
The largest project under
construction is 1.2 miles of
U.S. 23 in Pike County under
the Appalachian Development
Program, -
The $2,8 million contract
went to Holloway Construction
Co. of Wixom, Mich.
Roberts also announced that
six, contracts were awarded
for work in six counties in the
eastern and western coal
fields.
'Oh my gosh, I'm hurt,' and
realized my fingers were
gone," MiSs Dueer Said. --- -
She was rushed to Dayton's
St. Elizabeth Medical Center,
where doctors telephoned Dr.
Harold Kleinert at Jewish
liospip,I, who established a
"mircYosurgery' unit several
years ago that has become
famous for replanting severed
limbs.
-They packed my hands in
ice, and they worked pretty
fast," Miss Dueer said.
"Before long I was on a plane '
to Louisville and in surgery."
Although a Dayton teen-
ager underwent similar
surgery a few months ago
here, Miss Dueer said she
never dreamed such an
operation was possible. Tbe
Dayton teen-ager, Lisa
Stephens, lost a hand in an
auto accident. It was
"replanted" and her
physicians predict she'll
eventually regain full use of
the limb.
"The doctor (in Dayton)
told me it could be done. He
said 'they are wonderful
there, they can do anything:.
and that made me feel a little
better," Miss Dueer said of
her feelings after the accident.
"I was so glad, just joyious
inside of me that they could do
it," she said. "I had thought,
well, maybe I will have to go
through life without hands."
The operatlorr tasted- about- -
14 hours, and Miss Dueer said
she had questions for the
surgeons when she regained
consciousness.
"I asked, 'doctor, do you
think I will be able to use my
hands,' and he said yes," Miss
Dueer said. "I said, 'do I have
all my fingers?' He said yes. I
said, 'praise God.' I have a lot
to be thankful for."
Kleinert explained that not
all severed limbs can be
replanted, but that Miss
Dueer's chances of recovery
are good because the fingers
were cut "cleanly."
Five fingers were severed at
about knuckle level, and three
were cut off at the tips._ Those
three were rePaired, he
explained.
"I didn't think they could do
it," -Miss- Dueer said. "They
say it looks like I'll be able to
keep them. They say they are
getting along wonderfully."
Her hospital bills are being
paid by her company, but Miss
Dueer won't know for a While
whether she'll be able to
retiutn to the same job.
"I don't know about work. It
remains to be seen, if I'm able
to, but I will be able to use my
hands," she said. "And that's
what's important."
Have Doctors Found the
Fountain of Youth?
Scientists, after years of sifting
clues, are suddenly uncovering the
secrets of agilig. Learn why and
how the chemical controls in your
brain—and calories—may decide
how soon you'll show the signs of
growing old. Mull report in
• November Reader's Digest
Get details about Special $30,000 Sweepstakes






We have been closed Monday and Tuesday
to mark everything way down.
Robert, Nell, Joe and John Paul






We've Never Before Had A Sale Like This!
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